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Clinical Legal Program Off to 'Tumultuous' Start 
by Gretchen Quattlebaum 
The first few weeks for the newly 
implemented clinical legal educa-
tion program at William Mithcell 
have been tumultuous ones. In spite 
of conflicts arising from indeter-
minable political sources, both the 
criminal and civil phases of the 
program are continuing in opera-
tion. 
ROBERT OLIPHANT 
As a result of investigation 
throughout the fall by a group of 
Mitchell students, the decision was 
made for the law school to establish 
a clinical program. The program 
started with the winter semester in 
January, 1973, and was open to third 
year students. Arrangements were 
made with the University of Minne-
sota Law School to develop a joint 
clinical program pursuant to discus-
sions throughout the fall with the 
directors of the University's pro-
gram. It appeared that such a joint 
program would be quite feasible. 
Directors of the University's pro-
gram indicated interest in having 
Mitchell students join with their 
program for several reasons. First, 
it would ease their case load, which 
had gotten extremely large ; second, 
the need for a St. Paul office had 
become increasingly apparent ; and 
finally, the ·Minnesota State Bar 
Association indicated an interest in 
supplying some much needed finan-
cial assistance to such a joint pro-
gram. 
The committee of Mitchell stu-
dents appointed to study the situa-
tion and make a recommendation, 
weighed these interests of the Uni-
versity along with those of William 
Mitchell, and decided that a joint 
program with a working adminis-
tration composed of members of 
both schools would be most effi-
cient. Their report of January 5, 
1973 states, 
"The advantages of a joint 
program are the accessibility 
of additional funds, avoidance 
of duplication of services and 
the benefit of the experience of 
an established, viable program. 
The union of the clinical pro-
grams opens the door to expan-
sion into such areas as legisla-
tive drafting, lobbying and Jaw 
reform of the courts. Perhaps 
the most important advantage 
is the opening of a running dial-
og between students and pro-
f essors of different schools 
which wiU aHow the free ex-
cban~e of ideas." 
With this as a basis, arrange-
ments were agreed upon whereby 
third year Mitchell students were to 
participate this semester with the 
University's clinical program. The 
purpose was to give Mitchell stu-
dents working experience with a 
clinical program, and to train some 
of these students to be directors for 
the larger program to begin next 
fall. 
Nineteen Mitchell students signed 
up for the criminal section of the 
program, which is directed by Prn-
f e ssor Robert Oliphant of the 
University. In this section, the 
Mitchell students are meeting one 
evening a week with Professor Oli-
phant at William Mitchell, and will 
begin working on assigned cases at 
the University's Legal Aid Clinic 
during the week. 
Seven Mitchell students became 
involved in the civil section of the 
University's .program, headed brief-
ly by University Professor Paul 
Zerby. This program covers plain-
tiff's actions involving claims under 
$500.00, paternity defenses, adop-
tions, domestic relations and de-
fendant's cases regardless of the 
amount at issue. Mitchell students 
began meeting with the University 
law students once a week, but sud-
denly a number of what Professor 
Oliphant simply describes as " ad-
ministrative" problems developed, 
and the program under Professor 
Zerby's direction was abruptly end-
ed, as far as William Mitchell stu-
dents were concerned. As a result of 
re-negotiations between Professor 
Oliphant and Jim Swanseen of Wil-
liam Mitchell, the civil section, (as 
of this writing) has been recon-
structed and will continue. The 
Mitchell student;:; will meet sepa-
rately under the direction of an at-
torney from the Office of the Public 
Defender. While not directly affili-
ated with the University, the Office 
of the Public Defender works close-
ly with it. It is extremely difficult, 
if not impossible to determine the 
source of these "administrative" 
problems, but it is suspected by 
many that higher-ups in the Univer-
sity Law School's administration 
object to such a joint venture be-
tween the two law schools. 
Another problem confronting im-
plementation of a clinical legal aid 
program for William Mitchell , is 
the Supreme Court Senior Practice 
Rule which permits only senior law 
(See 'Legal Aid', Page Eleven) 
'90 Per Cent of People Unrepresented' 
Clark: There Aren't Too Many Lawyers 
On February 4, Dean Douglas 
,Heidenreich presented retired U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice Tom C. 
Clark, who spoke to Phi Alpha Delta 
members and Mitchell students at 
the P.A.D. Conclave. 
The Justice warmed up his audi-
ence with humorous anecdotes and 
tall Texas tales. He then talked at 
length about what he sees as the 
inconsistencies and defects within 
the Justice system. He applauded 
the State of Florida for adopting the 
Uniform Criminal Justice Stand-
ards and was disappointed that 
Minnesota had not done so. 
The Justice talked about the diffi-
culties a Judge meets when trying 
to follow the Constitution and pro-
tect rights of all citizens. He said 
election of judges by popular vote 
makes it very difficult for a judge 
not to be affected by public opinion 
and to maintain the necessary inde-
pendence to avoid being swayed by 
the mass media, which can some-
times seriously distort the true 
impact of a court case. Justice 
Clark told how a newly-graduated 
law student got elected as a judge in 
Indiana simply because he ran as a 
party candidate when that party 
SBA Asks Fellow Students 
To Shed Blood For School 
The Student Bar Association will 
sponsor a Blood Donation Drive 
again this year on March 13, 1973, 
from four until nine p.m. at the 
school. The Drive will be sponsored 
in cooperation 'with the American 
Red Cross St. Paul Regional Blood 
Center, which will station its Blood-
mobile at the front of the school. 
Fred Finch, SBA President, who 
is Chairman of the Blood Program, 
said that the blood drive was being 
repeated this year because of the 
success of last year's effort. Eighty-
two William Mitchell students vol-
unteered to donate blood last year, 
resulting in a net yield of sixty-nine 
units of blood. 
Anyone who is in good health, has 
not had or been exposed to certain 
blood diseases, such as hepatitis or 
malaria, has not suffered from a 
blood loss or previous donation dur-
ing the period immediately preced-
ing the date of donation may give 
blood. Persons who have been in 
malarial areas (including Southeast 
Asia) are disqualified from dona-
tions for a period of three years 
from their last residence in those 
areas. 
As a result of student participa-
tion in the blood program, the Red 
Cross Regional Blood Center pro-
vides free blood replacement to Wil-
liam Mitchell students and their 
families. In Minneapolis, this ser-
vice is provided by a cooperative 
arrangement between the St. Paul 
Center and the Minneapolis War 
Memorial Blood Center. 
This year's blood drive will be 
held on a Tuesday night so class 
schedule conflicts will be mini-
mized. Students will be excused 
from class, however, if their sched-
uled donation appointment conflicts 
with a class period. Students who 
don' t want to miss class have been-
urged to sign up for early donation 
times. 
The blood donated during the 
blood drive is forwarded to the St. 
Paul Blood Center, where it is test-
ed, typed , and refrigerated. The 
blood is held for use at local hospi-
tals or shipped to other Regional 
Blood Centers where particular 
types are needed. H the blood is not 
used within 30 days, it is processed 
for use a plasma and other blood 
fractions, such as gamma globulin, 
an immunity agent. 
Registration for donors will be 
conducted by Student Bar Associa-
tion Representatives the week be-
fore the Bloodmobile clinic. Sign-up 
sheets will allow students to indi-
cate their desire to participate and 
to indicate a preferred time for 
their donation. Further information 
about the drive, the donor qualifica-
tions, and other related matters will 
be posted in the school and will be 
available from SBA Representa-
tives later this month. 
swept the elections for that year. 
The judge that he replaced had been 
on the bench for twenty years and 
was considered by both parties to be 
an excellent judge and unbeatable 
in the election. The Justice said that 
in most states the on1y requirement 
for most judges was that they be 
licensed topract ice law. 
Justice Clark criticized those law 
schools which are failing to expand 
their student admission on the 
grounds that there are too many 
lawyers already. 
He gave a moving example by 
telling how this practice results in 
discrimination against the poor in 
civil cases. They go unrepresented 
by counsel and do not know how to 
defend themselves against fraudu-
lent claims by unethical salesmen. 
"There is no such thing as too many 
lawyers when 90 per cent of the 
people go unrepresented by coun-
sel, " said Clark. 
Justice Clark stated that the role 
of the Supreme Court is to make 
broad rules for the states to follow, 
and talked about the blatant failure 
of the states to uphold these rulings. 
He stated that certain Florida 
judges are still paid on a fee basis 
and prayers are still mandatory in 
many public schools, despite many 
Supreme Court decisions barring 
such practices. 
Justice Clark encouraged the 
young people to use their energy to 
make constructive changes in the 
law. All who heard him could not 
help but have been stirred by his 
words and resolved to devote them-
selves to improving our justice sys-
tem. 
PAT FITZGERALD 
Mitchel I Instructor 
Appointed Judge 
Patrick W. Fitzgerald, Evi-
dence Instructor at William 
Mitchell , has been appointed 
Municipal Court Judge by Gov-
ernor Anderson, effective 
March 16. 
Fitzgerald, who has taught at 
Mitchell since 1954, said he in-
tends to continue teaching here. 
He is presently a trial lawyer 
with his own firm, Fitzgerald, 
Fitzgerald and Crandall, char-
tered, and President of the Hen-
nepin County Bar Association. 
He will continue to serve as 
President until July 1, when his 
term expires. 
Fitzgerald's third year Evi-
dence class presented him with 
a scroll which they had each 
signed, wishing him many happy 
years on the Bench, with "few 
reversible rulings, especially 
evidentiary ones.'' 
Fitzgerald advised his class to 
"strike all the remarks I've 
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LAW AND MORALITY 
I have more than once heard people vehemently 
proclaim that the government has no business legislat-
ing morals. They are usually involved in a highly contro-
versial topic with tempers flaring and dramatic pro-
nouncements issuing in droves. The real truth of the 
matter is that all laws are moral judgments and are re-
flections of the moral attitudes of the times. The laws 
change as the majority's attitudes change. Something 
like the ebb and flow of the tide takes place in our politi-
cal system. 
In law school we are told that we are learning to 
reason. This reasoning process, it turns out is merely a 
method for making a logical step by step argument for 
or against case law a statute or an equitable principal 
that is a r esult of a moral judgment. Unfortunately, in 
law school we get to the law, but fail to go beyond it to 
ex~ine the moral judgment and why it exists, or if any 
e:,nst at all. 
As freshman., it is easy to see that the wrongdoer 
should bear the loss since he was at fault. Our society 
has a moral judgment ingrained in it that he who makes 
his own bed must sleep in it. But as we move into more 
complex courses, this moral judgment aspect fades. The 
statutory courses attempt to teach you the words and 
how to use them but they fail to give an overall view of 
the mo_ral judgments involved in creating the laws. 
All of us should keep this aspect of the law at the 
back of our minds throughout life, since only by under-
standing what moral judgment created a law and know-
ing if that moral judgment is still a viable belief can we 
determine whether a change is needed, or if an attempt 
to change it may be successful. This will, in turn, force 
us to examine our own moral beliefs and what they stand 
for or against. 
K.T.S. 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
The OPINION's Henry Kissinger "ping pong diplo-
macy" award goes to Jim Swanseen for his role in 
reinstating the off again-on again civil clinical legal 
aid program with the University of Minnesota Law 
School. 
OPINION 
YOUR OPINION PLEASE 
To the Editor : 
I read with great interest the 
"What Rights Do Prisoners Have?" 
article by Mr. Bergerson in the 
January '73 issue of the OPINION. 
At the close of the article he stated 
that anyone who would like to more 
closely study a two-volume set of 
books which contain outlines and 
case citations of the seminar which 
be attended, should contact the 
OPINION. 
The purpose of this letter is to 
inquire if there is any possible way 
for me to obtain such a set, and if 
so, the cost thereof. This set is for 
the use of the newly-established 
MINNESOTA STATE PRISON 
ADVISORY COUNCIL. Since I am 
·the Chairman of the Advisory Coun-
cil, I know that there are no funds 
available for such a purpose. If the 
cost is not too prohibitive, we could 
try taking up a collection in here to 
cover the cost. Since, however, the 
average wage is 50 cents per day 
per man, any price is a lot of mon-
ey, and, it would necessarily have to 
be paid for by the inmates. 
The new Advisory Council is a 
concept of inmate-staff community 
involvement for the mutual benefit 
of all parties and for the purpose of 
making the time of incarceration 
more meaningful. It is composed of 
ten inmates and ten staff members. 
If you are interested, I would be 
glad to send you a copy of our Con-
stitution. 
Respectfully, 
Dr. T. Eugene Thompson 
Box 55, Dept. 21893 
Stillwater, MN 55082 
Solomon Updated 
by Lynn G. Lindsay 
(Editor's Note: 
Lynn G. Lindsay received his 
Bachelor of Arts degree from the 
University of Minn. in German & 
French. He attended William 
Mitchell during 1971-72 for what he 
terms "political reasons." He was 
simultaneously enrolled in a day 
trade school, but learned too late 
that the two schools did not mix. He 
now does odd jobs and is pursuing a 
career in writing.) 
The plaintiff alleges the defend-
ant's arbitrary cruelty, tyranny, 
and oppression. The defendant gig-
gles and answers that "might 
makes right" - to which all the 
bailiffs and court goons nod their 
heads in approval. But the judge, a 
just arbiter named Solomon, blinds 
himself to the silver which might 
well cross his palm and remains 
impartial in his decision. 
Both parties made claim to a 
parcel of land and hegemony over 
its inhabitants. The one was called 
Ho and the other was referred to 
affectionately by courtesans as 
Uncle Sam. Each in his turn gave 
the judge a woebegone tale of righ-
teous ownership. Either or both sto-
ries made a particle of sense de-
pending upon where the partiality of 
the listener lie. The wise judge said 
the following words: " Bring me a 
sword and a map of the disputed 
area !" His order was carried out 
and Solomon proceeded in cutting 
the country in half in order that both 
contestants were satisfied. 
Uncle Sam was content with the 
judgement; ·but Ho cried out in an-
guish, he demanded all of the coun-
try or none. Thereupon, the judge 
saw that real ownership admitted 
neither compromise nor intrusion 
and declared that Ho was the true 
sovereign. 
THE WRONG KIND OF SERVICE 
This kind of nonsense has got to stop. 
Last semester, I paid my dues and joined Mitchell's 
chapter of the Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, which 
unblushingly promised an infinite array of service to its 
members: regularly scheduled free luncheons, a speak-
ers program, free copies of course outlines and exams, 
and an opportunity to cultivate lasting friendships. "Ser-
vice to the student, the law school, and the profession," I 
was assured. Such a deal. 
I have never been called naive. Nor unrealistic. But 
when each of the officers referred me to another when I 
offered them space in the Opinion to make their pitch -
if they would write it - I should have seen the wnting on 
the wall, but I didn't (I would have never seen it in the 
Opinion either, had I not written it myself). 
After disadmiring that lack of enthusiasm, I found 
myself disadmiring further evidence of the servitors _ 
unwillingness to serve. I was pleasantly informed thaL 
no exams or course outlines were prepared for upper 
classman ("you've got it made"). 
If those were isolated examples, I might be more 
willing to take my lumps and sidle resignedly away. But 
they're not. The monthly luncheons were even less edify-
ing. They were arbitrarily rescheduled from a weekday 
noon hour at Charlie s Cafe Exceptionale to Saturday 
mornings at the Normandy Kitchen. More than that, a 
number of the luncheons were held without a good num-
ber of the members even being aware of them. Whatev-
er notice was given of those meetings was as effective as 
a bumblebee in a snowstorm. 
But I'm being a bit unfair. There was on instance in 
which adequate notice was given of an "important busi-
ness meeting." But, irony of ironies, that meeting was 
cancelled, and in typical fashion, our noble servitors 
opted to allow each member to discover the cancellation 
for himself - by wandering abou the Normandy at nine 
o'clock on a Saturday morning until it became abundant-
ly clear that somebody had goofed. 
Finally I saw the light, Enough was enough, I said. 
Maybe I can help straighten out this mess (the just 
word by running for office, or help someone else who 
wanted to work at it get elected. But Alas! When the 
election meeting was held, so few had been notified that 
not enough attended to hold an election. Later, another 
election meeting was held. Again many members in-
cluding myself, were not aware of the meeting. In spite 
of the fact that only a few more members than before 
attended this meeting, an "election" was held. It was 
undoubtedly getting embarrassing. 
I suppose the officers have good intentions. It's just 
that when they move at all, they move slower than the 
Tiber in midsummer. 
Granted that I was warned against joining by 
friends; granted that I am more particular than some 
about the management of an organization; granted that 
the officers have other matters which demand of their 
time; still it must be said that the service which the fra-
ternity is performing under present leadership is more 
closely akin to the type of service as it is ref erred to in _ 
the livestock industry than I had anticipated. It is at best 
inexcuseable, at worst a swindle of sorts. 
The fraternity could provide some very useful ser-
vices, as it once did. I hope that the newly-elected offi-




by Fred Finch 
This school has a placement problem. It isn't something that 
cropped up overnight, it's been building for several years. More 
and more, William Mitchell students are reporting a hard time in 
finding jobs as lawyers upon graduation. More and more students 
are complaining that they haven' t been properly equipped to find a 
job, and that having found an opening, they are unprepared to com-
pete for that job with students from other law schools. 
As an indicator of the magnitude of the problem, I approached 
twelve of my classmates during the week of February twelfth to 
find out their experiences in job hunting. Two of the twelve said 
they had been assured jobs with lawyers for whom they had beer 
working as clerks ; one planned on staying in a law-related depart-
ment of the cor1>oration for which he now works, and the remaining 
nine reported that they have no assurance of legal positions upon 
graduation. Two of the nine hadn' t even started looking! 
It's true that all of the nine without promises of legal employ-
ment now have jobs that won't disappear on June tenth. Nonethe-







SBA President's Report 
In law school, as_ in so many 
other areas of life, indiviuals who 
make major contributions of their 
time and energy to promote the 
welfare of their fellows often re-
ceive little or no reward except for 
the self-satisfaction of knowing 
that they have done a job well. I'd 
like to devote this column to praise 
some Mitchell students who have 
done a great deal this year to make 
this a better place to go to school. 
The efforts of some started 
even before the year started. 
FRED FINCH Jeanne Schleh,whose experience in 
public opinion polling as Editor of 
the Minneapolis Tribune's Metro-Poll provided her with a back-
ground, undertook a major effort in trying to identify some of tbe 
factors which led to success or failure among first year students in 
last year's class. Ms. Schleh s findings, which were published in the 
September issue of the Opinion, dispelled some myths about success 
and failure in the first year and provided some guidance to other 
students who wish to maximize their chance for success. 
Steve Doyle, whose interest throughout law school has been 
focused on the field of criminal law, was interested enough in his 
chosen field to want to put together a program on criminal defense 
practice. After a _great deal of effort spent persuading fellow stu-
dents, the Dean, Continuing Legal ·Education, and some promi-
nent local attorneys, the result of Mr.· Doyle's efforts was the 
Thanksgiving-week Criminal Defense Symposium. Knowing how 
much effort was required just to find a room in which to hold the 
program makes me appreciate the amount of work done by Steve in 
putting the symposium together. 
A student panel headed by Jim Swanseen and Deborah Eisen-
stadt has done most of the groundwork needed to get a William 
Mitchell Legal Aid program off the ground. The student panel start-
ed last fall to evaluate the needs of Mitchell Students for clinical 
experience, the time night-school students have available for a clin-
ical program, other community legal programs available, and the 
extent of funding available to support a clinical program. While se-
~ious difficultie_s must be overcome before an efficiently function-
mg program exists, the students doing the planning of this program 
deserve the thanks of every Mitchell student. 
Don Horton, a third year student and SBA representative has 
taken an active role in student government by organizing the "Ex-
~ra Hour" speaker series and by helping to organize an active lobby-
mg program to bring about significant change in Minnesota' s archa-
ic ~nd pointless _bar examination system. While moving the dead 
weight ?f thE: ~mnesota ~ench and bar to accomplish meaningful 
change ma difficult and discouraging task, I think Mr. Horton's ac-
tivities may have stirred the pot enough to create the climate for 
change. 
SBA Vice-President Robert Varco has worked tirelessly to get 
more s~u~ents involved in student government and student activity. 
The Cnmmal Defense Symposium, the Used Book Store, the Clini-
cal program, and the Wine tasting party have all been activities 
which were benefited by Mr. Varco's participation. 
The William Mitchell Opinion has improved markedly this year 
as a result of the efforts of Editor-in-Chief Steve Bergerson and Edi-
tor Kay Silverman, who will probably try to edit this paragraph out. 
Steve has single-handedly sought out advertisers and sold the adver-
tising space, and has secured better printing facilities so that more 
and larger issues of the paper have been possible. Both Mrs. Silver-
man and Mr. Bergerson have tirelessly worked to keep an often di-
latory staff producing copy, and have done a good job of editing and 
layout. Kay' s efforts in monitoring the scholarship award system of 
the school resulted in her appointment as the first student member 
of the Scholarship Committee: 
Just the effort to produce this column has reminded me that for 
each individual I single out for praise, a dozen more students have 
done work which must go unheralded. Joel Watne, Larry Meuwis-
sen, Steve Radtke, Harry Winderd, Greg Gaut, Tryg Egge, Tina 
Isaac, and Frank Mahley are just a few of the students who have 
undertaken major efforts to be of benefit to the school. 
For these people, participation in school activities is going to 
mean more than a resume entry. They will have the satisfaction 
that as a result of their efforts all of their fellow students will be 
better prepared to undertake the practice of law. 
(Editor' s Note: The Student Bar Associaton Board of Gover-
nors would be remiss indeed if it did not publicly recognize, on be-
half of the entire student body, the unselfish efforts Mr. Finch has 
made in presiding over what has no doubt been the SBA's most ac-
tive and rewarding year. He has been a substantial contributor in 
establishing a determined sense of direction and responsibility of 





by Frank Mabley 
On the snowy Tuesday evening of 
February 13, about 75 Mitchell stu-
dents gathered to discuss advan-
tages and disadvantages of different 
types and sizes of law firms, with 
five members of the practicing Bar. 
The meeting was arranged by the 
SBA Placement Committee as one 
of a series of methods it is employ-
ing to help Mitchell undergraduates 
become better equipped with job 
procurement skills. 
Attorneys who spoke to and an-
swered questions from the students 
were Terry Sullivan of the St. Paul 
City Attorney's Office, Art Weis-
burg of the Dorsey firm , Chuck 
Dietz of Minnesota Mining's legal 
department, and Pat McCullough, a 
sole practitioner. 
As a panel , the attorneys dis-
cussed certain matters which a per-
son should consider before looking 
for or accepting a job. McCullough 
warned that if an attorney wants to 
specialize in a certain area of prac-
tice, he should think twice about 
being a sole practitioner, because 
specialization is extremely difficult 
to establish on your own. An advan-
tage, of course, is the freedom 
which a sole practitioner has in 
being able to decide what type of 
cases he will or will not handle. He 
does not get assigned to a case as 
often happens in a larger practice, 
he told the students. McCullough 
cautioned that the sole practition-
er's most difficult obstacle is the 
overhead, which he alone must fi-
nance. He cannot split library, of-
fice equipment, rental or secretari-
al expense as can associates or 
partners. 
Sullivan emphasized that one of 
the great advantages of a govern-
ment job is the greater amount of 
experience that a young attorney 
will most likely get that he would 
not be exposed to in another type of 
practice. One of the problems with 
government practice, students were 
told, is that there is not as much 
chance for advancement as in many 
private practices. For that reason, 
many young lawyers look upon gov-
ernment practice as a short-term, 
good experience job. 
The panel agreed that in a sole 
practice or a small firm, an attor-
ney's income is typically relatively 
low, but has the potential for great-
ly increasing. The result is that 
most attorneys who begin in a small 
practice will stay there for a consid-
erable length of time. The main 
problems they must contend with 
are the workload and job security. 
Han attorney is preoccupied with 
security, the best thing for him to do 
is to work for a large firm or corpo-
rate work, according to Weisburg. 
He added that although remunera-
tion begins at a fairly high level, it 
also levels off more rapidly than 
other types of practice. 
And so the evening went. The dis-
cussion could have been endless. In 
the final analysis, the job which a 
law graduate gets will depend on his 
priorities and his opportunities. 
The panel unanimiously agreed 
that prospects for jobs for the large 
number of future graduates is not as 
bad as is thought by most students. 
While conceding that it never 
harms a graduate to be at the top of 
his class, the panel agreed that any 
graduate should be able to get a 
reasonably satisfactory job within a 
year of graduation, and that anyone 
who is not making $15,000 a year by 
their second year is either not inter-
ested in making money or is doing 
something dreadfully wrong. 
PAGE 3 
Four More Years 
THE NIXON COURT 
by Stephen R. Bergerson 
Probably nothing President Nixon does during the next four years 
will have a more profound effect on this country than the appointments he 
will likely make to the Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Justices outlast the administration which appoints 
them. They are not subject to electoral approval: their very purpose is to 
act as a counter to immediate popular will The Court was designed as a 
check on the actions of the legislative and executive branches. 
Their rulings are less susceptible to change than are the laws of the 
'legislative branch or the administrative actions of the executive branch. 
TURNABOUT 
Already the Court has undergone a dramatic change as a result of the 
President's f'our appointments during his first term. Because of the age and 
poor health of several of the current justices, it is entirely possible that as 
many as four more could be leaving the ·court during the next four years. 
The "liberals" remaining on the court are William J . Brennan, 66: William 
0. Douglas 74-: Thurgood Marshall 64 and Potter Stuart, 57. 
So dramatically has the idealologicaJ balance of the Court changed, 
that Justice Stuart, long regarded as a "conservative' on the Warren 
Court, has become a '·liberal'' on the Burger ( "Nixon" l Court. 
'13tere can be little doubt concerning the type of people the President 
would appoint. He has lived up to the pledge of his first campaign that his 
appointees to the Court would share a conservative philosopby • 'I believe in 
a strict interpretation of the Supreme Court's £unctions,· he said. He made 
a similar pledge during the most recent campaign, and there is little reason 
for skepticism regarding his word on that particular campaign promise. 
The concept of judicial conservatism cuts two ways. Judicial con-
servatives (including the President) do not consider the Courts proper in-
struments for expanding social, political, and individual rights, as the War-
ren Court did: but neither are true ;>11dicial conservatives hasty in overrul-
ing previous decisions of the Court. 
FORM AND SUBSTANCE 
The present Court's solution to this dilemma, when dealing with two 
of the most controversial Warren Court decision, (Miranda and Wade) has 
been not to overturn them but to limit their scope. The Court may have 
found a way, in other words, of overturning prior decisions without over-
turning them: 
In Miranda, it was held that if a suspect had not been in-
formed of his rights before making statements to law enforce-
ment officials, those statements could not be used as evidence 
against him. The Burger Court, however, ruled that such state-
ments could be used for the 'limited purpose of contradicting 
the testimony of an accused who takes the stand. The effect, of 
course, is to leave the defendant with the option of not taking 
the stand .in his own defense, a practice which is known to make 
juries suspicious. 
In Wade, the Warren Court had held that an accused has 
the right to counsel at police lineups. The Burger Court has 
ruled that this right applies only after indictments have been 
made. Since most lineups occnr before indictment, the Warren 
Court bas effectively negated Wade while claiming to uphold it. 
It seems clear that these Warren decisions remain in form only; their 
substance has been largely negated. 
The Warren Court and its predecessors had held that, in certain cas-
es the Bill of Rights applied to the individual States in the same manner as 
it applied to the Federal Government. The Burger Court has hela that jury 
verdicts in state trials no longer need be unanimous in order to find a de-
fendant guilty, despite the fact that this fundamental right has always 
been required in federal trials. Beyond that three of the four NIX on ap-
pointees (Powell excepted ) said that they felt there was no constitutional 
right to unanimous verdicts even in federal courts. 
In another decision, the Court narrowed the immunity from prosecu-
tion, which had traditionally been granted to a person who was compelled 
to testify as a witness. It had previously been held that the constitutional 
right against self-incrimination required immunity from any prosecution 
for the crime which the witnesse' s testimony concerns. The Burger Court 
permitted prosecution, as long as the testimony evidence derived from 
the testimony was not used. It takes little imagination for one to see that a 
prosecutor can find ways of using the testimony without appearing to do so. 
The Nixon appointees, moreover, have shown an increased willing-
ness to excuse lower court violations of constitutional rights as " harmless 
error." Lower court judges take note of such a change of attitude. 
There a re cases yet pending before the Supreme Court that could 
have still greater impact on the protection of accused persons. 
One could circumscribe the availability of habeas corpus appeal to 
federal courts by those whose constitutional rights had been denied in state 
courts. 
Another, even more siginficant case, involves the exclusionary rule 
in criminal cases, which prohibits the use of illegally seized evidence. The 
case seeks to narrow the scope of the fifty year old rule. H that happens, 
either through judicial or legislative (which Burger has publicly urged) 
action, it would be a momentous turnabout in criminal law. 
MORE TO COME 
According to the Harvard Law Review, of the seventy cases in which 
all nine justices participated, the Nixon ap_pointees voted together in fifty-
three. Moreover they joined in the same opinion in forty-five of those, an 
unusual indication of consensus between Supreme Court Justices. 
It is risky business to speculate about how Supreme Court Justices 
might rule on any given case, but, because of the consistency of the Presi-
dents past appointees some hypothesis can be, I trunk, made as to probable 
consequences of additional appointees of the President. 
For example-, it is reasonable to speculate that if the President had 
made one more appointment during his first term, the death penalty would 
have been retained. The present Court, with one more Nixon appointee, 
might have supressed the Pentagon Papers. It also would likely have ex-
tended its elimination of the unanimous jury requirement to federal courts. 
The implication of the Presidents strict interpretation of the Su-
preme, Courts functions is that the appointed justices take a less expansive 
view of the role of the Court in the areas of crime and race. 
In the area of civil rights, the next appointment could be crucial. The 
(See 'Court', Page Four) 
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The Extra Hour 
Supreme Court Officials Talk 
by John Gries 
On Tuesday, February 6, Mitchell 
students were given the opportuni-
ty, as part of the Extra Hour speak-
er program, to hear from two attor-
neys who are significantly involved 
with the Minnesota court system. 
The Court Administrator for the 
State of Minnesota , Mr. Richard 
Klein and the Supreme Court Com-
missioner, Mr. Richard Leonard 
came to Mitchell to answer, among 
other questions, what they do to aid 
justice·in Minnesota. 
In explaining what he does, Klein 
stated that it is the duty of the Chief 
Justice to oversee the state court 
system. The office of Court Admin-
istrator was created to assist the 
Chief Justice in this task. Essential-
ly, Klein said his job is one of col-
lecting statistics, moving judges to 
areas where they are most needed, 
overseeing the new County Court 
system, and making recommenda-
tions to the Chief Justice, for im-
provement of the court system. 
One of the recommendations 
Klein has made to help get opinions 
of the Suprem€ Court out faster was 
to set up the present system where 
some cases are heard in Division, 
rather than en bane before the 
whole court. This system leaves the 
three remaining Justices free to 
write opinions. A new position of 
Commissioner has been set up to 
screen the cases before the Su-
preme Court, and to make recom-
mendations that cases go either to 
division or to be heard en bane. 
Another recommendation which 
has come from the Administrator's 
office is the new procedure for ob-
taining extensions to submit the 
COURT I (Continued From Page Three) 
present Court has decided, in?- 5-4 decision in which the four Nixon appoint-
ees dissented, that a Southern town had unconstitutionally established its 
own school district in order to avoid county-wide desegregation. It was the 
first school desegregation case in which the Court has divided in the 
eighteen years since it first declared state-enforced school segregation to 
be unconstitutional. 
The new Court has also decided that a Moose Lodge was not obligated 
to abandon its segregation policy simply because it holds a state liquor li-
cense. The Court reasoned that the issuance of the license did not constitute 
the necessary state action to impose upon a private club a constitutional 
duty not to discriminate. 
The Court has also limited the recourse, under the voting rights-..law, 
for blacks to challenge plans for reapportionment of Southern state legisla-
tive districts. · 
One important civil rights issue which is sure to be before the Court 
within the near future is busing of school children. While the Court unani-
mously upheld busing in 1971, Mr. Burger subsequently issued a statement 
that the opinion should not be interpreted too broadly. How they would de-
cide now is uncertain. 
WHERE FROM HERE? 
There is, of course, a danger of reading too much into the decisions of 
a single term. Yet, as illustrated, certain dramatic changes of philsophy of 
the Supreme Court already seem clear. These could become even more 
pronounced if the President appoints more justices who share the strict 
constructionist theory of his earlier appointees. 
There could no doubt be exceptions in certain cases, but the profound 
tunrabout from what we have known as law would be momentous. Indeed, 
we may see that while what we have confidently supposed to be constitu-
tional rights are upheld in principle, the remedies available thereunder are 
narrowed or even denied in effect. There might be greater reluctance to 
overrule the actions of either the executive or legislative branch, even 
when they are responding to popular passions. 
At a time when popular passions are running high, the question could 
come to be fairly asked: whatever happened to checks and balances'? 
Coffee And Donuts Up 
Trading Moderate At Exchange 
by Larry Meuwissen 
On Saturday, January 27, the SBA Used Book.store sponsored the 
Book Exchange. Trading on the Exchange was between freshmen whose 
semester schedules alternate criminal law with legal research and legisla-
tion. Strong trading had been anticipated, since no money had to change 
hands and the Used Bookstore did not act as middleman in collecting any 
commission or sales tax. 
Free coffee and doughnuts advanced 5 dozen, but volume in book 
trading probably did not exceed 15 transactions. 
Even so, the modest volume means that 30 people saved the direct 
cash cost for their second semester course materials. 
Willing traders from those sections which had legislation and legal 
research far outnumbered the reciprocal traders from the two sections 
which had criminal law in the fall semester. This might indicate something 
about the course content, but it is also probable that criminal law is more 
likely to be an area where a need for future reference will be anticipated. It 
is also true that freshmen are most likely to be affected by such felt needs, 
but they will learn 1 
In any event, the experiment appears to have been a modest success, 
and another small improvement in the services of the Used Bookstore. 
Specify ..... 
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OPINION 
transcript and to file briefs after the 
notice of appeal has been filed. 
Under this system the court report-
er has 60 days to furnish the tran-
script. If he cannot get the tran-
script submitted in time, he or the 
party must make a motion for an 
extension. Klein, as the Court Ad-
ministrator, has the task of ruling 
on these motions. Also, if an attor-
ney needs an extension of time to 
file his brief, he has to make a mo-
tion to that affect. Klein also hears 
these motions. He said he is lenient 
on the first motion for extension but 
it is reluctant to grant a second ex-
tension. The Administrator .said he 
was a practicing attorney long 
enough to know how lawyers put off 
the disagreeable task of brief writ-
ing. Lawyers are the greatest pro-
crastinators in the world, according 
to Klein. Lawyers used to be able to 
simply agree among themselves in 
order to extend the time for submis-
sion of briefs. As a result some cas-
es were pending for as long as seven 
RICHARD KLEIN 
years. Under the present system 
this practice is no longer allowed. 
For the future, Klein would 
like to see an intermediate Appel-
FACULTY EVALUATION 
COMMITTEE REVIVED 
The SBA Faculty Evaluation 
Committee, which is responsible for 
developing a method by which stu-
dents can evaluate what they feel is 
the teaching ability of their instruc-
tors, has been pressed into action by 
requests from members of the stu-
dent body. 
The committee was appointed by 
the SBA Board of Governors last 
year, but has been relatively inac-
tive. Recently, the Board was given 
a form which has proven successful 
at another law school, and the 
committee was advised to renew 
their interest of the matter. 
Prior to this year, the Board had 
unsuccessfully discussed the likely 
effectiveness of such a program 
with the Dean. Last summer at a 
special meeting, the Dean reas-
sured the Board that if a satisfacto-
ry technique could be devised, he 
would take the results of the evalua-
tions into consideration when facul-
ty contracts came up for renewal. 
Prior to that time, the results of the 
evaluations would have been given 
solely to the particular instructors 
for their personal guidance. 
The committee is considering 
whether the results should be avail-
able to the student body, but mem-
bers of the committee have indicat-
ed that they see little chance of 
that. 
The Dean has, in the past, ex-
pressed his concern that such a pro-
gram would be nothing more than a 
'popularity contest. ' Members of 
the Committee have indicated that 
they will take every precaution to 
insure that students evaluate in-
structors on the merits of their abil-
ity to teach a given course. "We're 
not interested in whether a student 
likes the tone of an instructor's 
voice, or the way he wears his hair. 
What we hope students will concen-
trate on is making an objective, 
good faith evaluation of the instruc-
tor in terms of his teaching compet-
ence," said a committee member. 
late Court. For this to come about 
he sees the main task as one of edu-
cating lawyers. Lawyers, he said, 
think that an Intermediate Court is 
just another step in the process that 
will cost them and their clients time 
RICHARD LEONARD 
and money. Klein, on the other 
hand, sees the Intermediate Court 
decisions as being final unless the 
Supreme Court, as in the Federal 
system, decides to hear the case. It 
is his position that the day will come 
when lawyers will ask for such a 
PLACEMENT PROBLEM, 
court. The reason will be the back-
log of cases that will eventually 
develop in Minnesota. To support 
his argument he compared the 
number of cases handled by the 
Supreme Court in the years 1957 and 
1972. In 1957 the Court sat for 165 
regular appeals and 48 special mat-
ters, a total of 213. In 1972 the Court 
heard 373 regular appeals and 223 
special matters, a total of 596. 
As Commissioner, Leonard's task 
begins after the transcript and 
briefs have been filed. His job is to 
review the transcript and the briefs 
in all cases, and then submit his 
recommendation to the Court, for 
the classification of the cases for 
assignment to either the en bane or 
division calendar. 
In looking at a case for en bane 
disposition, Mr. Leonard looks at 
what the case wiil do for the trial 
bench, the trial lawyer, the parties, 
and the state. An important consid-




(Continued From Page Two) 
less, most onhem are earning substantially less than they would as 
starting lawyers. 
Among top students, the situation appears even worse. Several 
top students report that major law firms in the Twin Cities told 
them that they would not even consider hiring because all their posi-
tions had been filled as a result of on-campus recruiting programs 
at other schools and hiring former summer clerks. One Mitchell 
Student told me he had been told point-blank by one large Twin Cit-
ies firm that they would never hire anyone from Mitchell because 
they hired only applicants with law review experience. 
This year's senior class numbers about sixty-five students. 
Next year's , barring unforseen catastrophe, will be at least double 
that size. What ·is going to happen when all those graduates are 
faced with the prospect of competing with record graduating class-
es from other schools for available jobs'? Students at Mitchell are 
given no formal training in job-interview skills, little assistance in 
finding available openings, minimal opportunity to interview with 
out-of-town firms, and, ·except for rare firms that call the school 
looking for applicants, little help in contacting local firms. 
"The school's total placement program, except for the informal 
contacts generated by the Dean and a few faculty members, is lim-
ited to the parttime efforts of one clerical employee, who handles 
calls from employers for both graduates and undergraduates, main-
tains the "Job Books," and arranges for interviewees for the few 
law firms that ask to interview Mitchell Students. At the request of 
a student, the Legal Drafting instructor assigned the preparation of 
a resume as one of this year's projects for the third year class. This 
is the first effort in "the memory of staff or students now at the 
school to integrate job acquisition into the curriculum. 
Student Bar Association sponsored programs have in part been 
useful in filling the void left by the school. Past programs have in-
cluded an "Interview day" and the distribution of a book containing 
resumes of all graduating seniors. Both activities have been as-
sailed as a waste of effort by both student participants and employ-
ers. More recently, placement efforts have been directed more 
toward informing students about the job market and the skills re-
quired to get a- job. The "Extra Hour" series and various special 
programs have carried out this theme. This approach has been 
praised by student participants, but the programs have suffered 
from sparse attendance, partially because many students don't 
seem to yet realize that they have a problem. 
It's true that students can do a lot on their own to assure them-
selves of a legal position upon graduation. Working as a law clerk, 
aggressive use of av;1ilable contacts, and spending lots of time in 
resume preparation, letter-writing, and interviewing can do a great 
deal to reduce the risk of unemployment. But in a time when record 
numbers of lawyers are being graduated by every law school in the 
land, individual effort isn't enough. 
Many law schools have aggressive, well organized and well 
financed placement programs which provde institutional advertis-
ing for their school, arrange interviews, assist in locating potential 
employers, assist in resume preparation, and actively solicit their 
alumni to hire their schools' graduates. 
Mitchell isn't large enough or affluent enough to afford a big-
budget placement office. I think it is time, though, for the Adminis-
tration to formally appoint an Assistant Dean for Placement, and to 
find a faculty member or lay _person to fill that position who can and 
will aggressively assist Mitchell students in finding employment. A 
half-time faculty member, for example, could compile lists of avail-
able employers; circularize alumni about our placement needs, so-
licit firms to interview at Mitchell, and provide guidance lo stu-
dents who need help in developing their own job-seeking skills. 
With all the effort put forth by both students and faculty to give 
William Mitchell students a first class educatim:i, it is a crime to 
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dU By Mr. AJan Harris mon of which involve contracts for deed, so-called 'strict ~ii:ii 
EE:' (Editor's Note: Alan Harris graduated from tbe University of Minnesota Law School foreclosure " (whereby due to a default in the conditions thereof the vend- ~;\,r 
1:ill/im; ~:!=1:.~:~s':..~c::: a~==~c:I !::~~~!i: ::!:~; ::: =~,: ::: ~·:h:i~~e:!:~~~~;~o::i~~~nn:~~:~~:;~gJ!:~ee:ae;: ~·:~=~: i!i~i:  
k'U Mitchell, and The Opinion thanks Mr. Harris for his time and talent.) failure of any such default to have been cured. is ······ 
W:;; "Yesterday the active.area in this field (constitutional law) A some.what similar procedure is followed in mortgages being fore- ::::!-);~ 
?if was concerned with (property.' Today it is 'civil liberties.' closed by statute, except, for differences of insignificance here, the right of .. .... 
Wi,: Tomorrow it may again be 'property.' Who can say that in a the mortgagor to redeem is preserved. 17 Mi 
society with a mixed economy, like ours, these two areas are It is submitted that although (unlike the probate procedure discussed =}@ 
sharply separated, and that certain freedoms in relation to above) the statutory method used by a party to cancel or foreclose an inter- l_:_:,l_:_,::_r_[,;,l,.,\,:.: 
property may not again be deemed, as they were in the past, e~t in land provides and ensures appropriate notice, such statutory provi- "' 
aspects of individual freedom?" s10ns are unconstitutionally infirm, because they lack the added and neces-










PRIOR RESTRAINT OF PROPERTY 
AND 
PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS OF LAW 
REVISITED 
In the wake of certain recently-decided decisions of the United States 
Supreme Court. 1 (prejudgment garnishment of wages) The words of 
former United States Justice Felix Frankfurter ring prophetic, indeed: Due 
Process of Law is well and living again in the anals of constitutional 
history, 2 where the past is not always immutable prologue, if, indeed it 
were ever dead. Procedural Due Process of Law 3 has been interpreted to 
mean the right to notice of, and opportunity to be heard in, the proceedings 
at hand.4 
Note at the outset that the dual requirements of notice and opportuni-
ty are conjunctive elements; therefore the absence of either in a given pro-
ceeding should be considered as a denial of due process where the omission, 
of course, would result in the deprivation of the constitutionally protected 
trilogy of "life, liberty or property." 5 
With the foregoing in mind, a few selected areas of Minnesota statu-
tory law, which have been encountered by this writer in his practice, will be 
briefly reviewed to determine if they can now be considered as constitu-
tionally suspect if ever these were not. 
heard regarding the right to initially contest the validity of the not-
ices. 18 Since neither provides for a right to contest once notice has been 
given (and, at least with respect to cancellation of land contracts, that stat-
ute has been so interpreted 19 both should be considered void per se. 
Compare n. 7 supra. But consider the discussion infra under topic "Con-
cluding Observations," wherein it is suggested that the kind of property 
interest involved and the policy which underlies the summary procedure 
might well determine the constitutionality of a statute; which further sug-
gests that only a case by case approach is appropriate-i.e., as the statute is 
applied to the-factual situation being considered. 
Consequently, until the statutory provisions are amended to correct 
the deficiency, it seems more advisable to terminate such interests in land 
by legal action, instead. 20 Admittedly, it is more "convenient" to fore-
close thrqugh the notice proc~ure: but to illnstrate further, would a pro-
ce~ng be upheld, for example, wherein the plaintiff instituted an action by 
serVIce- of a summons and complaint providing that unless the defendant 
complies with the relief demanded in the complaint, judgment will be taken 
for same after the time period specified? 
PREJUDGMENT DEPRIVATION THROUGH 
REPLEVIN AND ATTACHMENT 
The Minnesota replevin statute 21 is structurally similar to the 
statute w.hich the Supreme Court recently found wanting, 22 wherein 
.repossession of personal property (certain househod goods ) prior to for-
THE FILING OF CLAIMS UNDER maJ notice and an opportunity for a hearing, was deemed a denial of due 
THE MINNESOTA PROBATE CODE process. In recognition of yet another landmark decision, county attorneys 
In probate, publication serves as notice for creditors of the decedent th.rougbou.t our state have therefore instructed their respective sheriffs to 
to file their claims against the estate and, once filed, for the representative refrain from repossessing property prior to being so directed by a dnly exe-
to consider their validity. 6 If the representative 9bjects to the validity of cut~ order of the court. That now means that a showing will have been -jj 
a given claim, then the statutory procedure provides for the giving of fur- made in an adversary hearing conducted for that purpose. However. query @? 
ther notice thereof and an adversary proceeding thereon. 7 ~he vaJjdity of this newly required procedure by which a summary hear.ing ; .:.: .. : 
But what is the result where a creditor does not learn of the initial lS now held, pursuant to the usually recognized mode of order to show fp 
notice and therefore fails to have filed his claim and thus becomes later cause, notice of motion and motion and accompanying affidavit prior to f@ 
foreclosed? 8 It is the contention here that where the representative of the prospective seizure. Can a Supreme Court decision invalidating a st.atu- :_r,_:, ._, _::_;_:_·_:.:,:,i,_:,_;:::_: 
the decedent has knowledge concerning the location of actual or potential torily-prescribed procedure be implemented in the interim by a judicially · ... 
creditors of the estate and chooses, instead, to rely upon publication (i.e. created one in order to remedy fhe defect by a procedure not contemplated --
substituted service) to furnish constructive notice to such claimants who by the original statute, which procedure may not readily assimulate into r,
1
:_,_:,i,~,;_:.i_' i,',:, 
are without actual knowledge of the proceeding, an unconstitutional depri- the statute before being legislatively amend.ed? 28 . 
vation of property without due process of law has occurred. 9 Of course, On the other hand, the prejudgment seizure of property by the sheriff tn. 
the statute would not be considered as unconstitutional per se or on its face through the judicial process known as attachment is also much too closely _:_~,.- -'-_[_~_-_:_,=.,_l,i,l ___ '
under these circumstances, but only as applied, bec.ause as to those claim- aligned with the quasi-judicial process Qf garnishment, from which it is to .,. · 
ants who are unknown, no more reasonable means or notice is afford- be .mechanically distinguished 14 far the attachment procedure to be ::~:::\ 
ed. 1° Conceivably, an argument could be made under certain, although considered constitutionally immune in--View of the Sniadacb decis- ,i:,;,;, 
admittedly improbable, circumstances that the statute could also result in ion. 25 It is to be noted that the Minnesota garnishment law (preceding \{ 
an unlawful taking of property without just compensation where an ag- note above) was amended by ch. 1142 (1969} to eliminate its prejudgment .::_i·,,,~.:"-:· ·,,,,.,: : ,: __ ··:·::_;':':_r::=,_:': _ =,,, ::,,_= grieved claimant becomes barred from filing a claim and either a lapse or use in all but a few restrictively specified situations, 2li and is therefore ~-:,: _ 
escheat results. 11 Furthermore, a denial by the probate court or appe- in general conformity with due process precepts. However, doubt as to the 
late court upon subsequent refusal which results in the dis-allowance of fil- constitutionali ty of the statute as amended has been raised with respect to ., . . 
ing·a late claim (as to the appellate process, see M.S.A. 525.71, et. seq: the remaining situationsofitsprejudgment use. 27 iit;; 
605.09), could arguably constitute unlawful state action. 12 Due to the foregoing considerations, it would be more prudent to ::!f:] 
To avoid this contingency, it would therefore be prudent for such rep- forego prejudgment remedies and defer to the available post-judgment \P 
resent.alive to follow the procedure, made mandatory in federal bankruptcy remedies, instead, in order to include execution. 28 i'H 
proceedings 13 of mailing a copy of the notice to both ascertainable and THE EFFECT OF FINDING nw 
;::?''- ~:~:::s~!~i~~n~~~e~o~~s~ia~!:t~c~:::~~~ !h:~:i~:~~~~ 7:1:~e~~~~~ In an interestin~~PYru~~~:~~=:~~~~of Iowa quite recently ·,,:.;=_·,s,·-~,_!,,:_l::., i·.,.,:::-~;' ~;: :
1 
&\~;;,~ and thereby ultimately reducing the amount of available property for dis- ba.d the occasion, in the case of Thorp Credit, Inc. v. Barr, 29 to consider ~-·_ 
tq tribution to potentially dependent and more needy heirs. the constitutionality of their state' s replevin statute. Having bad the benefit 
~-_/ ll,\_f,i_=_' __ [,\_ CANCELLATION OF LAND CONTRACTS OR MORTGAGES of the very recently decided Supreme Court decision of Fuentes, the Iowa f::;i:@ 
_,_, Cancellation of land contracts or foreclosure of mortgages on realty, court found no difficulty whatsoever in declaring the statute to be unconsti- ,:i:M 
!~!(! ~~:;~1:::ih e~f~::i~;e n~~:i;~~;;a!rt:r~ta:!:r!st~/~;~~~a~::ti:: tutional for want of no:i:::~~::a:::::::~~::;:e ;:~:s;ssion of person- r,t,~_:;_~,i.:_: 
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THE DIPLOMA PRIVILEGE 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE WILLIAM MITCHELL OPINION 
FEBRUARY, 1973 
The Constitutional Question 
by Don Horton 
What we have claimed all along is that the bar exam is nothing 
but an initiation into a club. If it weren't for the serious constitution-
al question which the "initiation" brings up it might almost be fun-
ny. But, a constitutional infringement, no matter how innocent, is 
not funny. I am here talking about a different constitutional ques-
tion than whether the legislature can grant the diploma privilege. I 
am talking about the question of whether the Minnesota Supreme 
Court has, in the first place, the authority to say that a person seek-
ing admission to the bar must take an exam at all. I would never 
question the right of the legislature to enact such legislation, or to 
delegate its authority to the court. But the inherent power of the 
court to legislate in this area is questionable. A hundred years of 
case law can be struck down with one legislative enactment. 
Under the traditional concept of separation of powers in the 
United States it was long ago decided that the legislature ought to be 
vested with the right to make laws for the protection of the people. 
Here we are faced with a court which has not only wrested the pow-
er to enact legislation from the legislature but has expressly indi-
cated that any attempt to take back the power would be declared 
unconstitutional. The Congress of the United States and the Legisla-
tures throughout the nation are waking up to the fact that their pow-
er to enact laws for the health, welfare, and safety of the people has 
in all cases been eroded, and, in some cases, outright usurped by the 
Executive and Judiciary branches. 
If we could rank our divisions of government, surely the legis-
lature would be the most important, if the government of, by and for 
, the people. is to stay that way. My only hope is that the Minnesota 
State Legislature will assert the power and authority that the fra-
mers of the State Constitution intended for them to have, by making 
it clear in no uncertain terms that they and they alone have the 
power to enact laws for the people of Minnesota. 
by Joe Beaton 
Every legislator is concerned with maintaining and upgrading 
the quality of the Minnesota Bar. The law students of Minnesota are 
equally concerned. Why then do the law students of Minnesota ask 
the legislature to eliminate the Bar Examination for graduates of 
Minnesota Law Schools? The reasons are three: 
1.) Law students have determined that the content and proce-
dure of the exam are more a test of ones ability to cram and write 
under extreme pressure than they are a measure of his legal abili-
ties; 
2.) Law students have determined that the twice annual ad-
ministration of the exam works a needless hardship on all Minneso-
ta law school graduates; 
3.) The Supreme Court has refused, following formal petition, 
to make even the slightest changes in the administration of the 
exam. 
The legislature is the law students only hope! 
My purpose is to explain the hardships the administration of 
the exam creates for Minnesota law students. It is given twice a 
year in July and February. As a general rule results of the exam and 
admission to the Bar are made known approximately three months 
after the exam. Thus a graduate must wait approximately five 
months from the date of graduation to the date of his admission to 
the bar. Is this delay a necessary one which serves the best interest 
of the young lawyer and the people of Minnesota? My answer is an 
emphatic NO! Look at the following figures: assuming 200 success-
ful candidates for admission, the five month delay between gradua-
tion and certification results in a waste of 83.33 man years of legal 
service to the people of Minnesota, (200 candidates times 5 months 
equals 1,000 months or 83.33 man years!) Assuming a forty year 
career, a total of two entire legal careers are needlessly wasted 
before they even begin! 
What other events are occuring during those five months? For 
the candidate they are a period of professional servitude and de-
layed decision making. Denied access to the courts they must find 
employment with a law firm, at a very low level of compensation. 
Personal decisions such as "who should I work for" and "where 
should I live" are delayed. It is a time of intense frustration! 
Five months is a long delay but the delays caused by the twice 
annual administration of the exam can even be longer. Take the fol-
lo\\:ing example: A law student enters William Mitchell in Septem-
ber,. 1970 after three years in the Marine Corps. By taking a full 




The Bar Exam 
by Stephen R dtke 
What is the result of :our years of 
struggle and sacrifice by a law stu-
dent and spouse? Four more months 
of waiting. 
I will not address my remarks to 
the merit, or lack thereof, of the 
Minnesota State Bar Examination. I 
will specifically discuss the hard-
ship imposed upon the married 
student - graduate by the exam. 
In some situations the $150 - $165 
fee for the bar ,review course and 
the $50 examination fee are not con-
sidered a hardship. It will be as-
sumed here that this direct econom-
ic burden is taken in stride by all 
students, alike ; that if one can beg, 
borrow, or "find" $4,000 for tuition 
and books, another $200 should be no 
problem for a resourceful student. 
Although it may at times appear 
that the situations discussed here 
refer to a student, the hardships 
imposed similarly affect the stu-
dent's spouse. The spouse's com-
mon statement that "we will be 
through with school in June," mere-
ly illustrates the empathy and vi-
carious living experienced by the 
spouse. I therefore feel it is appro-
priate to speak of the couple's hard-
ship rather than just that of the stu-
dent's. 
The current time sequence is as 
follows: Graduation, then five or 
six weeks later, the Bar Examina-
tion, and, roughly three months lat-
er, the results of the exam are re-
leased. Shortly thereafter, the 
"swearing in" ceremony, at which 
one becomes a "lawyer," takes 
place. Note that after graduation, 
four or five months will pass before 
an individual may actually practice 
the profession for which he has been 
rigorously preparing for four years. 
A not infrequent employment sit-
uation for a student's spouse is as a 
teacher. We are all aware that 
teaching contracts are signed in the 
spring. Following the student -
spouse graduation a teacher -
spouse is either forced to decline a 
contract for the year following the 
student's graduation and have no 
employment at all, or accept and 
subsequently resign during the 
school year should the couple have 
made plans to move to another 
community. 
For those contemplating going 
outstate, whether by necessity or 
choic~, a definite decision cannot be 
made until examination results 
have been obtained. This means a 
physical move cannot occur, until 
late October at the earliest. Should 
the couple have owned their own 
home during the four-year school 
period, they would then be required 
to sell early and move to an apart-
ment or rental housing, or wait until 
October to sell their home. By that 
time schools have opened, winter is 
fast approaching, and the bulk of 
house purchasers have already pur-
chased. October is known to be a 
poor time to attempt to sell a home. 
A couple with children in school 
have additional problems - uproot-
ing their children from a group of 
school friends and a stable learning 
situation. The initial patterns of 
work-study have been well estab-
(See 'Hardships', Page l D) 
Bar Exam In Minnesota. Why? 
It may not be cruel and inhuman treatment to require a lawyer to 
wait a minimum of four months after he graduates from a top quality law 
school to be able to practice his profession, but it most certainly seemed so 
to most of us at one point in our professional career. To require passage of a 
bar exam as a prerequisite to being licensed to practice law in Minnesota is 
an indication that some segments of the governing body of the state, legis-
lative or judicial, do not trust the minimum of three years of intensive 
training that qualified and approved law schools give to qualify people to 
practice law. It also pre-supposes that merely because a person can pass a 
two-day test he is qualified to practice law. 
Do people who graduate from one of the two law schools in Minneso-
ta, or 011e of several other fine law schools in the United States, know 
enough about the law to allow the state to turn them loose on the general 
public? Is a two-day test on 15 subjects relevant in assessing a person's 
qualifications? 
To be eligible to practice law in Minnesota, a recent graduate must, 
among other things: 
1. Have graduated from a law school approved by the American Bar 
Association. 
2. Pass the Minnesota Bar Exam. 
The bar exam is given in Minnesota approximately six weeks after 
graduation and the results are not released until early October, although 
many states give their exam the week following graduation and announce 
results the same week. The Class of 1971 - 65 per cent of them - must wait 
until October - before they can practice. Over 35 percent of the Class of 
1971 - all graduates of an approved law school - can never practice law in 
Minnesota, unless they cram again and sit for the two-day lottery called a 
bar exam that will be held in March. Even if they pass the March bar, they 
are deprived of practicing their professions for one year after graduation, 
and the public is deprived of the young attorneys. 
M.S. 480.05 provides, in part, that the Supreme Court "shall 
prescribe, and from time to time may amend and modify . . . rules govern-
ing the examination and admission to practice as attorneys at law ... " 
M.S. 481.01 provides, in part that "the Supreme Court shall, by rule from 
time to time, prescribe the qualifications of all applicants for admission to 
practice law in this state. and shall appoint a state board of law examiners, 
which shall be changed with the administration of such rules and regula-
tions and with the examination of all applicants for admission to practice 
law." 
By the above mentioned statutes the Legislature has directed the 
Supreme Court to administer a bar examination, and the Supreme Court 
has power to set all standards concerning bar admission. The Supreme 
Court has adopted rules governing bar admissions. 
The bar examination has long been referred to as a necessary evil. 
Evil because after three or four years of concentrated study a graduate's 
opportunity to use those years depends on the result of an examination last-
ing two days, graded by private attorneys, not skilled teachers. It is a test 
primarily of test-taking ability and the ability to cram. 
It is termed necessary in that it holds students to their work duing 
law school. Knowing that a bar exam will face him at the end of his school-
ing, a student is less likely to merely get by. 
The explanation of necessity does not explain away the evil. The 
exam does not test analytical ability or knowledge of the law. Ha student 
studies hard enough, reads enough old examinations, that alone may pass 
him. The only way the objective could be accomplished would be to forbid 
the applicant to cram or even study for the exam, an absurd solution to an 
absurd dilemma. 
The knowledge a person has which qualifies him to practice law is 
acquired in the years of law study, not in cramming for the bar exam. 
Eugene V. Rostow, former Dean of Yale University Law School has 
noted that several law schools whose graduates' records on the California 
bar exam had been good discovered that that record had at one point be-
come tarnished. Many were failing the California examination and a large 
percentagi! of those were not taking the cram course. "As soon as their 
graduates started taking the course, they got by ... " 
Other states have dealt with the problem of bar admission. Wisconsin 
has used the so called "diploma privilege" for many years. There is wide-
spread continuing support for the diploma privilege on the part of the 
members of the bench and bar in Wisconsin. The privilege is granted to 
graduates of both law schools in'Wisconsin, Marquette University and the 
University of Wisconsin. 
Adoption of the diploma privilege is obviously an expression of confi-
dence in the quality and in the standards of law schools. The assumption is 
that graduates of these schools have demonstrated competence. It recog-
nizes that all the bar exam would do is add to the expense of gaining admis-
sion to the bar, an expense which ultimately must be passed on to the user 
of legal services at a time when there is great need for making those ser-
vices available to an increasing percentage of the population at a price 
which can be afforded. Wisconsin does have an apprenticeship program, 
consisting of either six months as an apprentice in a law firm or the taking 
of a special ten-week practice course during the summer. 
- Wisconsin, Mississippi, Montana and West Virginia allow graduates 
of approved law schools within the state the diploma privilege. Kansas, 
New York and Texas limit the diploma privilege to veterans, persons enter-
ing military service and har~ship cases. 
There have been proposals of legislation affecting the bar exam. 
There is also a question on whether it is an area in which the legislature can 
act, or if it is the duty of the Supreme Court to regulate bar admissions. The 
Minnesota bar exam has not changed significantly for several years al-
though the failure percentage has varied from 5 percent to 35 percent. This 
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21 B 10 State Capitol 
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(J) Fugina, Peter X. SA 
Graba, Joseph P. 108 
Graw, Joseph P. 388 
(J) Grawe, Joan R. 40A 
(J} Hagedorn, Thomas M. 278 
Hanson, Walter 628 
(J) Haugerud, Neil S. 35A 
Heinitz, 0. J, 43A 
(J) Hook, Julian 41A 
Jacobs, Joel 47A 
Jaros, Mike 78 
Johnson, Carl M. 238 
Johnson, Douglas J. 68 
(J} Johnson, John W. 58A 
Johnson, Robert W. 638 
Jopp, Ralph P. 36A 
(J} Jude, Thaddeus 42A 
Kahn, Phyllis 57A 
Kelly, William N. 42A 
(J} Kempe, Ray 53A. 
(J) Klaus, Walter K. 25A 
(J) Knickerbocker, Gerald 408 
Kvam, Adolph L 22A 
Laidig, Gary 51 A 
Larson, Calvin R. 11 A 
LaVoy, Jack H. 8A 
Lemke, Richard 34A 
(J) Lindstrom, Ernest A. 37A 
(J) Lindstrom, John C. 21 A 
(J) Lombardi, Vincent H. 49A 
Long, Verne E. 26A 
Mann, George 27A 
McArthur,ErneeM.(Mrs.) 458 
l Mccarron, Paul 46A McCauley, M. J. 348 McEachern, Bob 188 
Mcfarlin, Robert J. 41 B 
McMillan, Helen E. 31 B 
(A} (J) Menke, Richard J, 368 
Miller, Darrel R. 328 
Miller, Melvin J. 12A 
(J) Moe, Donald M. 658 
Mueller, August 8. 23A 
Munger, Willard M. 7A 
Myrah, Leonard C. 358 
Nelson, Ken 598 
Newcome, Thomas W. 498 
Niehaus, Joseph T. 16A 
Norton, Fred C. 65A 
Ohnstad, Michas M. 19A 
(J) Ojala, William R. 6A 
(J) Parish, Richard J, 438 
Patton, Al 17 A 
(J} Pavlak, Raymond 52A 
(J} Pavlak, Robert L 67A 
Pehler, James 178 
Peterson, Harry 20A 
Pieper, Bradley G. 538 
Pleasant, Ray O. 398 
Prahl, Norman 38 
Quirin, E.W. 338 
(J} Resner, Thomas H. 33A 
Rice, James I. 548 
Ryan, Roy R. 648 
Sabo, Martin O. 578 
St. Onge, Douglas 4A 
Salchert, John J. 54A 
Samuelson, Donald B. 13A 
Sarna, John J, 558 
(J} Savelkoul, Henry J, 31A 
Schreiber, William H. 45A 
Schulz, Victor 258 
Searle, Rodney N. 308 
Sherwood, Glen 48 
(CA} (J) Sieben, Harry A., Jr. 528 
(A} (J} Sieben, Michael R. 51 B 
Skaar, Andrew 0. 18 
Smith, Howard E. 138 
Spanish, John J. 58 
Stangeland, Arlan I. 98 
Stanton, Russell P. 208 
Swanson, James C. 378 
Tomlinson, John D. 678 
Ulland, James E. 88 
(J) Vonasek, Robert E. 24A 
(J} Vento, Bruce F. 66A 
Voss, Gordon O. 478 
(J) Weaver, Charles R. 198 
Wenzel, Stephen G. 128 
Wigley, Richard E. 298 
Wohlwend, Neil E. 9A 
Wolcott, Raymond O. 618 
Judiciary Committee (J} Also Remember To Write Governor Anderson and Encourage 
Him To Sign The Diploma Privilege Bills Into Law. 
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BAR EXAM IN MINNESOTA 
(Continued From Page 1 A) 
year, the 35 percent failure in spite of the higher entrance standards led the 
Dean of one Iine school to comment: "Most practicing lawyers could not 
get into law school today." Wherever the fault lies, most members of the 
bar recognize the bar exam as a problem. Moving the bar exam up to being 
available during the last semester of law school would help some of the 
problems. Abolishing the bar exam completely may create some problems. 
We have two good law schools in Minnesota and the graduates of these insti-
tutions, who are carefully screened before admission and during their 
schooling, should be qualified to practice law. We do not need one agency of 
our state government telling our two law schools that a large percentage of 
their graduates are not qualified to be attorneys. Incidentally, the same 
state government that pays the Board of Law Examiners to act on qualifi-
cations also pays the salaries at one of the law schools to train qualified 
attorneys. We do not need the present system and a better way should be 
found . - Reprinted from The Bench and Bar of Minnesota, Mr. Harry Sie-
ben, Jr., November, 1971 
OPINION 
The Committee On 
Professional 
Qua I ification: 
Where Has It Been? 
Where Is It Now? 
Where Is It Going? 
The end of 1972 found the Commit-
tee on Professional Qualifications 
negotiating with the Supreme Court 
of Minnesota. The purpose of these 
negotiations was not to bring about 
the diploma privilege, but merely a 
rescheduling of the bar exam, in an 
attempt to treat- the symptoms. We 
were willing to treat the ailment 
later. The Committee knew .that its 
proposal would not cure the illness, 
but felt that at least it would reme-
----- ----------------------- dy it to the point that it wouldn't 
Arguments Most Commonly Used 
To Justify The Bar Exam 
I. The review that a student undertakes in preparation for the bar 
exam is good because 'it gets it all together.' 
ANALYSIS : (The "it" above is, l presume, a body of legal knowl-
edge.) This argument really goes more to the justification of the bar review 
course than to the justification of the exam. But for the purpose of this 
discussion, assume it does go to the jusillication of the exam. What does it 
'get all together? ' 'It' does get together the students knowledge of basic 
legal principles, but they will be of little use to him as an attorney 90% of 
the time. A lawyers work today involves almost purely statutory interpre-
tive law. ·It' does get a students reasoning powers under intense pressure 
together. But that is something he will only occassionally be called on to do 
as an attorney and has already been caUed on to do at least 30 times in law 
school. 'It" does not get Minnesota law together. The exam doesn t test 
Minnesota law! 
"It gets it all together · is one of those phrases that sounds unassaila-
ble on first presenbnent. But when questioned, it eems that the Board of 
Law Examiners might better spend its energies in seeing that the studeuts 
are •·getting together" something which is a little more worthwhile. 
II. It keeps some people out of the profession. 
ANALYSIS : This argument is not used much anymore because it is 
generally accepted, and even admitted by the Board Director, that the bar 
exam has never kept out anyone who really wanted to practice law in Min-
nesota. A candidate with three tries at the exam and an unlimited number 
of appeals need only take the exam long enough to learn how to keep cool 
and he's got it made. For those who simply give up taking the exam after 
the first or second try, I submit that they do not have the stamina or the 
interest to make it in the profession anyway. The bar exam keeps no one 
out; it simply, and unnecessarily, delays entry. 
III. Without it, Law Professors will go wild and teach anything. 
ANALYSIS : The best reports indicate that law professors in other 
states which have adopted the diploma privilege have not "gone wild." 
They still walk on two legs and wear clothes (and so do their students ). It is 
also acknowledged that the graduates of law schools in those states have no 
difficulty in understanding and practicing the law. 
Those who levy this challenge £ail to understand lhat there is a sys-
tem of checks and balan.ces on the academic community even when no bar 
exam is required. One opponent suggested. that without the exam a profes-
sor teaching "Contracts" might teach the law of international treaties 
since they are contracts. Checks on such a professor would come from the 
students who would see that they would not be able to serve the needs of 
their community with such knowledge. Recently, in a mid-western Univer-
sHy operating without the diploma privilege suc\J a situation did occur. The 
law professor was roundly criticized by the educational community and it is 
presumed that if he continues to exercise bis authority in a manner which 
harms the people he will be asked to leave. In any event, even if the worst 
fears were realized, are we so inflexible as to not be capable of changing 
with the times? Il the privilege were being abused, I suspect that legisla-
tors, faced with irate constituents, would reinstate the bar exam. 
IV. The Deans of law schools and the faculties will be unduly restrict-
ed if the exam is not required. 
ANALYSIS : In fact is they are already locked in by the requirements 
of the bar exam. The exam dictates at least sixteen courses that they must 
teach. They argue that indirect pressure is much less severe than being 
controlled by the legislature. They say they do not have to teach the cours-
e~, (but no one would go to their school if they didn't) . Why not simply pro-
vide by statute that no more than 60% of the courses offered by a law school 
can be required courses, and these shall be designated by the Minnesota 
State Board of Law Examiners. 
V. Its elimination will put the Board of Law Examiners out of busi-
ness. 
ANALYSIS : The state has no interest in perpetuating an organization 
which no longer serves a valid purpose. Under the new system the Board 
would be responsible for establishing certain required courses, as well as 
examining out-of-state applicants for admission to the bar. 
VI. Out-of-State candidates are unduly prejudiced and denied equal 
protection of the Jaw if they are required to take a bar exam when persons 
graduating from approved Minnesota law· schools are not so required. 
A ALYSIS: The Supreme Court has long upheld the right of the 
states to enact reasonable legislation to protect its citizens. H the Minneso-
ta legislature feels that the graduates of non-approved schools are suffi-
ciently outside the.supervision and control of the M.S.B.A.. and M.S.B.L.E. 
as to qualifications, then a law restricting the diploma privilege to gradu-
ates of approved Minnesota law schools would certainly pose no constitu-
tional problems. 
"hurt" so much. Our brothers and 
sisters at the University opposed 
our proposal, apparently thinking 
that if it would not " hurt" anymore 
that there would be no reason to 
work for a cure. 
The Supreme Court has still not 
honored us with a formal opinion on 
the proposal but informed sources 
have it that the denial will be 
couched in terms such as " the extra 
year of school is helpful to the stu-
dent" and "there are many difficul-
ties in taking it early." The court, 
then, has denied the request of se-
nior law students and now juniors, 
to take the exam before they gradu-
ate, even though those students will 
have taken all the courses covered 
on the exam a year before gradua-
tion. 
It is the opinion of this committee 
that the Supreme Court of the State 
of Minnesota is at the present time 
unreasonably unsympathetic to the 
needs of the law students of the 
state. Consequently the Committee 
will seek help from other sources. 
The Committee has also sought 
the aid of the Minnesota State 
Board of Law Examiners. Their 
Director was asked to comment on 
the feasibility of the following 
changes: 
1 l Increasing the number of 
examiners from its current one 
team of 16 graders ( one man per 
subject) to two or three teams of 16 
graders each. 
2 l Requiring the grader to com-
plete grading and review of low 
grades within 30 days. 
3 l Providing four to six bar ex-
ams per year so that persons failing 
it may take again without unreason-
able delay. 
The response of all our requests 
was that they were too costly or too 
difficult. The only suggestion put 
forth by the director was that the 
review procedure for low grades 
could be dropped and that would 
save time. This attitude on the part 
of the director was but one indica-
tion of the overall attitude prevail-
ing among these "powers that be." 
Insofar as the administrators of the 
bar exam are concerned, the law 
student be damned; they'll do what-
ever is easiest administratively. 
The Committee has resigned it-
self to the fact that we can' t have 
their cooperation, and has begun a 
fullfledged campaign in quest of a 
cure for the illness through the leg-
islature. The diploma privilege bill 
has been introduced in each house 
(H.F. 159 and S.F. 95) and the 
Committee will soon be working for 
its enactment. 
There are those who say that the 
court is just going to rule any legis-
lation passed into law on the matter 
as unconstitutional. We neverthe-
less intend to go ahead. We believe 
in this matter and are willing to 
work for its acceptance through the 
normal channels. We intend to walk 
down all available avenues until we 
are successful. 
Hopefully, the Court and Board of 
Law Examiners will come to under-
stand that this is not just a " bad 
year. '' There are young lawyers 
who have graduated and passed the 
bar exam who have formed into ac-
tivist groups outside the Bar Asso-
ciation to fight for the diploma priv-
ilege, a change which won' t benefit 
them. Law students are active in 
the movement as are faculties of 
law schools, and members of the 
practicing bar. The past few years 
have seen a ground-swell of support 
which is growing as more and more 
people realize the injustice which is 
manifest in the current system. We 
hope the legislature will take steps 
to remove this most onerous burden 
from the backs of th.e people it 
serves. 
(Continued From Page 1 A) 
lished by the time of this move. 
Thus the child will be placed in a 
new situation mid-year, among 
strangers, with the additional bur-
den of adjusting to the new school's 
curriculum. Additional work may 
be necessary to establish the chil-
dren at an equal learning plane. 
I could go on, but I think the 
point is clear. The Bar Exam, as it 
is now administered, unfairly and 
unreasonably causes more prob-
lems than meets the eye of the cas-
ual observer. 
Statement Of Position 
SBA Opposes Bar Exam 
This year the Student Bar Association has established a Com-
mittee on Professional Qualification to deal with the problem of the 
Bar Exam. The Committee on-Professional Qualification is com-
posed of two co-chairmen and six directors. The committee will be 
working with the Minnesota State Government during the coming 
8112 months, to have M.S.A. 480.05 and M.S.A. 481.01 amended to ex-
clude the provision requiring a bar exam for graduates of Minnesota 
law schools which have been approved by the American Bar Asso-
ciation and Minnesota State Bar Association. 
It is our position : 
That the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of the 
Minnesota State Government, the organized bar, law students, and 
the general public have a continuing and substantial duty to insure, 
insofar as it is within-their power, that persons entering the practice 
of law in Minnesota are competent and qualified persons. 
That the governing body has the right and duty to set minimum 
standards for admission to the bar to insure that competency and 
qualification of its' members. 
That with todays high standards for admission to law school, 
with the intense competition to stay in law school, with the com-
plexity and difficulty of the subject matter, and with the intensity of 
law school testing, that any person who can successfully graduate 
from a school which has been approved by the American Bar Asso-
ciation and the Minnesota State Bar Association, ought not be re-
quired to take a test which was established in 1920 to insure compe-
tency and qualification to a profession which did not require its' 
members to have even a high school education. 
That the Minnesota State Bar Exam is an anachronism which 
woefully fails to accomplish the purpose for which it was estab-
lished. 
That with today' s modern educational programs and systems, 
any exam which might be substituted in place of the bar exam at the 
end of 3 to 4 years of law school, is superfluous, without purpose, 
and wholly indefensible in light of empirical data regarding teach-
ing and testing methods, and cannot seriously be held by any reason-
able man to protect the profession and the public from the incompe-
tent and unqualified. ' 
WASTED YEARS 
(Continued From Page 1 A) 
course load and attending one summer session each summer after 
the sophomore and junior years the individual can graduate from 
law school in August 1973. If the individual graduates at that time he 
must wait six months to take the Bar Examination (February) and 
an a_dditional three months to be admitted to the Bar. A total delay 
of nme months or more! Is that fair to the individual concerned? I 
do not thi~ so and the individual is me! 
My point gentlemen is this : the students of the William Mitch-
ell College of Law have tried to get the Supreme Court to make sim-
ple but fundamental changes in the administration of the bar exam. 
The Supreme Court has refused. The legislature possesses the con-
stitutional power to eliminate the inequities of the current exam. 
We, the law students of Minnesota, respectfully request the Legisla-
ture to take appropriate actions. 
The Diploma Privilege 
Bills Are: 
House File Number 159 
Senate File Number 95 
' 
OPINION PAGE 7 
Women Lawyers Say First Clients Were 1Curious1 
The Midwestern Women ' s Law 
Conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
was sponsored by the University of 
Michigan. It was held with the ex-
pectation that the participants 
would benefit not only from the 
seminars, but also from the infor-
mal discussions of problems pecul-
iar to women law students. 
A Detroit based, all-women law 
firm led a popular seminar. Each 
member of the firm had previously 
worked alone in private practice. 
Consequently, from the inception of 
by Elizabeth Vicki Barnes 
the partnership, the women each 
contributed a variety of skills, ex-
perience and expertise. By sharing 
their skills and talents, the women 
built a reputation of excellence for 
their firm. They found publicity 
helpful since some of their first 
clients came out of curiosity. Care-
ful preparation and meticulous 
briefing was an absolute obligation, 
whereas other lawyers, with a more 
casual approach to their practice, 
came into court intending to "wing 
it." They stressed the importance 
Due Process 
(Continued From Page Six) 
al property. However, see the rather curious pronouncement, despite lan-
guage contained in' the Fuentes decision itself, by the dissenting justice of 
the Iowa court regarding this aspect of the case. 30 
It allowed for what must be considered prospective application of its 
decision only, since, in effect, it valida_ted the prior seizure tc·· allowing to 
stand the decision of the lower court which had confirmed t .. ~ right of re-
possession in a post-seizure hearing which had been subsequently held. 
Thus, at least, the Iowa Supreme Court did not accord retroactive applica-
tion to Fuentes on appeal ina case of constitutional impression. 31 There 
appears to be no constitutional proscription preventing a state from deny-
ing retroactivity. at least respecting its own pronouncements. 3? Where 
recent decisioijs have again focused upon and given attention to those situa-
tions where "process of law" is not being accorded its "just due," thereby 
resulting in its abuse it might become more inappropriate for an appellate 
court to solely restrict a frnding of unconstitutionality to future application 
only. Thus the nexus between a Mullane type of decision , 33 and the no-
tice problem indicated in the discussion of the probate code 34 is proba-
bly equally as obscure as the parallel drawn between the noted statutory 
deficiencies in foreclosure of certain realty interests and applicable Su-
preme Court decisions. 
However, since restraint remedies prior to judgment have received 
much exposure and notoriety recently, use of any such remedies where still 
available and prior to at least a summary hearing should no longer1be con-
doned. 
It can be argued that where the property restrained or seized is capa-
ble of being restored , then a decision of the appellate court is to be accord-
ed retroactive application. 3s 
Presumably, this approach would be available in most of the statutes 
herein encountered in discussion of their operation and effect. See, e.g., 
M.S.A. sec. 525.51, which subjects distributees of property in summary es-
tate proceeding to liability for restoration under certain circumstances ; 
M.S.A. secs. 580.21 & 21, which provide for invalidating mortgage foreclo-
sure sales in certain instances. At very least, the court could make restitu-
tion through damages awarded for a "wrongful taking." 36 
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 
A unanswered question is whether the Snaidach and Fuentes deci-
sions will be restricted in their future application to the type of property 
interest affected, i.e., whether considered to be especially necessitous or 
essential to the person being deprived of its use. Both decisions emphasized 
A Brief :fbr'l'CF 
the kind of property interest involved, and at least Sniadach went so far as 
to distinguish previous cases involving different k10ds of property interests 
where prejudgment imposition or infringement thereof was sanctioned 
under similar procedural circumstances. 37 
A further, possibly corollary, inquiry concerns the inapplicability to a 
given set of circumstances of the so-called "fundamental interests' doc-
trine whereby special considerations, interests or _policies of governmental 
importance are preferred and used to justify the summary pro~ures in-
voked. 38 This, of course, constitutes the iamiliarly encountered " ends-
justify-means contention. Therefore the kinds of property interests in-
volved are probably to be balanced against the policies which und.erlie the 
legislation concerned, a process not unfamiliar to the constitutional deci-
sion-making process. 39 
As to the statutes already encountered in the main topics under dis-
cussion, predictions as to how-they might fair in llght of the immediate and 
foregoing considerations would be hazardous at best. However, the attempt 
will be made by the observations which follow. 
A claim made by a creditor in probate probably does not involve an 
essential property interest when compared to the interest of the state in 
finalizing and terminating the affairs of the estate. Foreclosure of a inter-
est in land will most likely depend upon the k_ind of realty involved: home-
stead or business property will very likely be considered as more essential 
than, for example, merely that which is recreationally owned or purely for 
investment. This is further borne out, for example, by the present protec-
tion extended and a(forded to homestead property via exemption from exe-
cution (see M.S.A. ch. 510 ) and higher taxation see note on homestead tax 
exemption appearing·recently in 56 Minn. L. Rel li2l (1972), which how-
ever, is highly critical of the- exemption and also expresses grave doubt 
about its constitutionality from an Equal Protection standpoint). 
Finally, prejudgment seizure through the various available reme-
dies, will also very likely depend Upon the kind of property. Overriding gov-
ernmental concerns in preserving these remedies appears to be slight, es-
pecially since parallel post-judgment remedies are readily available. 
Due to inherent limitations of time, space and scope of the subject 
matter, it has not been possible to review other statutory areas where the 
due process rationale pursued herein applies with commensurate force and 
effect. A few other areas of concern, to which persons associated with the 
legal profession are cautioned to explore further, are alluded to in the final 
footnote. 40 
We opened for business 
in 1923. 
We have paid interest 
regularly. 
of being financially solvent from the 
beginning, because it is sometimes 
assumed that women are not able to 
manage a financially sound law 
practice. The firm owes part of its 
success to not limiting itself to 
women's interests. It does a lot of 
criminal defense work and has a 
diverse civil law practice mainly in 
the areas of workmen's compensa-
tion, family law, corporate law and 
personal injury suits. 
Betty Elkins, an attorney, wife 
and mother, discussed different 
ways of coordinating career and 
family life. She pointed out that the 
woman lawyer's problem in this 
area is really no different from that 
of any working mother who is a sec-
retary, store clerk, or school teach-
er. The working woman needs com-
petent daytime help and a husband 
who is fair-minded and flexible. 
Then, with luck and ingenuity, she 
can find the solution for her individ-
ual problem. 
Other seminars explored the dif-
ferent ways in which the law affects 
women, such as divorce laws, pris-
ons for women, legal intervention in 
family violence, and the Equal 
Rights Amendment. Some of the 
seminars examined particular 
areas of difficulty which a woman 
lawyer must face, including elitism 
and job discrimination. A wide 
range of subjects was offered to in-
terest everyone. 
Free time was spent talking to 
the other women students. We dis-
covered that the percentage of 
women in other midwestern law 
schools was much greater than that 
at Mitchell. We also learned the 
importance of having a women's 
caucus to help combat discrimina-
tion in the school and in job place-
ment. A joint women's caucus is 
now being formed by women stu-
dents of Mitchell and the University 
of Minnesota law school. 
We grew to be the largest savings 
institution in this part of the 
country. (In other words, people 
like to do business with us.) 
. Our assets now exceed one 
billion dollars. Our reserve fund 
now totals over 70 million dollars, 
an important safety factor. 
Many of our best friends 
are lawyers 
. ' 
We have a long tradition of 
leadership and the experience 
that goes with it. 
These are the facts that lead us 
to say: with our safety, growth, 
size, strength, experience and 
leadership, Twin City Federal is 
in the strongest position to help 
you or your clients to save. 
TWIN CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS 
* Twin City Federal is a legal 
depository for fiduciary or administrative 
savings accounts. 
We try hard to keep them that way by 
providing dependable title insurance 
service wherever they need it. 
And whenever they need it. 
So next time you need prompt title insurance 
service anywhere in the country, remember us. 
Chicago Title 
Insurance Company 
Minnesota Division Office 
4820 West 77th Street 
Edina, Minnesota 55435 
Operating in 46 states, the District of 
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas, the 
Virgin Islands and Canada. 
J 
PAGE 8 
(Reprinted from New York Times Book Review of "New Directions 
in Legal Education" by Herbert Packer and Thomas Ehrlich, McGraw 
mm 
In the second part of Shakespeare's Henry VI, Dick, the acerbic 
butcher, suggests to Jack Cade, a rebellious type: "The first thing we do, 
let's kill all the lawyers." This often expressed sentiment is just not about 
to happen in contemporary America. 
Even with such substantial changes in the law as no-fault automobile 
insurance which is expected to rob lawyers of 15% to 20% of their present 
business, the law profession is a phenomenal growth industry. In the last 
decade alone, enrollment at the nation's law schools has doubled to 110,000. 
And by 1985, the number of lawyers, says the Department of Labor, will 
double to 700,000. 
OPINION 
How the country will train these lawyers and then make use of their 
talents is the subject of "New Directions in Legal Education," a study 
sponsored by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Consistent 
with the more general recommendation of the Carnegie Commission that 
the time required for formal higher education be reduced in all fields, two itef' 
:ft~~Ja~~i:tc::: ~:~::!f~~ ~: y~~~~~ssors call for reducing the required l_i_, :_i_;_:_:;:_:\_~_'i: 
Professors Thomas Ehrlich and the late Herbert Packer, who were ,-: 
instrumental in developing the two-year option at Stanford three years ago, t':::t 
say the current three-year requirement is "unfortunate and unjustified." ~::;:j:~ 
As part of a long-range effort to make legal education and the profession , •..... : ... 
itself less homogeneous and more diversified, they suggest it would be bet- Fi: 
ter if some students were to attend law school for two years, some for three :;::::::;: 
and some for four or more. These recommendations have been spelled out ~::~:~::: 
~~:~;:hse:v~:!f i~n~o~~~~ni1~i:~~:~:1:~b~~b:~~=~s~n:h~f z:~~i~~r~~ '0~ ~;~~~ 
American Law Schools last year and which is included as an appendix to W% 
~i~?¥f~E'Ei7s~f E~:~ff Jf l:¥~t~Jij I 
two professors also conclude that increasingly popular clinical programs ~_,_:  :._-_: t_:_~:= _:_:_:_: _ ~-
(where students, under faculty supervision, learn by actively participating / ·'" 
~~§~:~~~~~!t~:g~:;~E;E:i~~~~ !_J_l,._i i,l,1_:_!_J, :,:_ 
nocturnal haunts, which skidded badly in popularity in the sixties, appear to .. 
\Li; be making a comeback. While lacking the prestige of the national law ~:::£: 
D ::: schools, night schools nonetheless have a proud, rich tradition. Several :,::e:: 
fa% judges, including Chief Justice of the United States Warren Burger, are ?<:-'' 
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;!I,~ Fair Trial v Free Press i 
w ~ 
f[J(t by Randy G. Millard I~/ 
"Freedom of speech and of the press are fundamental liberties 
guaranteed by the United States Constitution. They must be 
zealously preserved, but at the same time must be exercised 
with an awareness of political impact of public statements on 
other fundamental rights, including the right of a person ac-
cused of crime, and of his accusers, to a fair trial by an impar-
tial jury." 1 
I. HISTORY 
Basically involved in the conflict of fair trial vs. free press 2 are 
four Amendments to the Constitution: The first, which provides in part 
that, "Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech or the 
press;'· 3 the Fifth and Sixth, which guarantee an accused a speedy and 
public trial by an impartial jury; 4 and the Fourteenth, which prohibits 
the taking by any state of life or liberty of any person without due process 
of law, and, at the same time, forbids the denial of equal protection of the 
laws to all people. s 
The rights embodied in the First Amendment come into conflict with 
the rights of the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. The fair trial 
approach, aside from any penalty to the disseminator of prejudicial publici-
ty, has moved in the direction of greater liberality to the ac-
cused. 6 Prior to 1959, the Supreme Court required a showing of a "clear 
and present danger to the administration of justice," before holding that a_ 
trial by a fair and impartial jury had been denied. 7 In Bridges v. 
California 8 the court described the standard as "a working principle 
fhat the substantive evil mustbe extremely serious and the degree of im-
minence extremely high before utterances can be punished.'' 
"The press, whether it wants to or not, 
or whether it accepts the responsibility or 
not, is a major factor in shaping our lives." 
The clear and present danger doctrine underwent modification in 
Dennis v. United States. 9 The Court stated that: 
"In each case the courts must ask whether the gravity of evil; 
discounted by its improbability, justifies such invason of free 
speech as is necessary to avoid the danger." 10 
The test now became one of "clearness and probability" with balanc-
ing and reasonableness brought in and preference for the First Amendment 
ushered out. n Following the Dennis decision, the Court decided Mar-
shall v. United States 12 in which a more liberal test was applied. The 
court held that if certain information was inadmissable at the trial, news-
paper accounts of such information, read by the jury, was prejudicial and 
therefore, the defendant was not afforded a fair and impartial trial. Then in 
Irwin v. Dowd 13 the Supreme Court for the first time reversed a lower 
courts decision based on prejudicial pretrial publicity. The court held: 
"In essence, the right of jury trial guarantees to the criminally 
accused a fair trial by a panel of impartial 'indifferent' jurors. 
The failure to accord on accused a fair hearing violates even 
the minimal standards of due process.'' 
Following this decision the Court extended the test to whether or not 
there was a potentiality of prejudice in the pretrial publicity. 14 In the 
famous case, Sheppard v. Maxwell the court held: 
"Due process required a fair trial by an impartial jury free 
from outside influences." 
This appears to be the position of the court today. 
II. IMP ACT OF THE PRESS 
The press, whether it wants to or not, or whether it accepts the re-
sponsibility or not, is a major factor in shaping our lives. The public has a 
tendency to believe what they are told via the news media. If this were not 
the case, then why do thousands of businesses spend millions employing 
public relation staffs who deal specifically with the press? Or, why for 
example, do Presidents, Senators, Congressmen, and local politicians rely 
so heavily on the press to promote their views. 
Newspapers, not unlike other businesses, are in operation to make a 
profit. Therefore, competition for readers infiltrates the ranks of the news-
paper industry. Newspapers have tested their markets; they know that the 
public responds to crime, and therefore, that's one thing the public gets. 
Modern communication systems and investigative reporting have made it 
possible for the news media to disseminate a great deal of information con-
cerning a criminal case before it comes to trial. The information distribut-
ed by the press may be incorrect, or, even if correct, may give a distorted 
view because of improper emphasis or context. Newspapers frequently as-
sign reporters to police stations and courtrooms to cover arrests and trials 
of those individuals who are charged with a crime. Not infrequently, these 
reporters like to do more. The bloodier the crime, the more news space it 
nets. Sketchy details are filled in with the reporters own opinion as to possi-
ble suspects and motives. If a suspect in a sensational case is arrested and 
booked his private life suddenly becomes public. The news media probes 
into the defendants past by examining school and employment records and 
interviewing family, relatives, and friends in hopes of finding some clue 
which might tie him in with the crime of which he is accused. No stone is 
left unturned. The news media's justification is the public's right to know. 
The counter argument is, however, that nothing in the Constitution, the Bill 
of Rights, or anywhere else gives the public the right to know everything. 
Prejudicial pretrial publicity must have some effect on the jury, al-
though its measurability is undeterrninable. Those who sit as jurors have 
had no special training to qualify them for their seats. More than likely, 
they have- been randomly selected from either city or county directories, 
tax rolls, celephone books, voter registration lists or the like. A jury mem-
ber is instrncted to try the issues of fact based upon the evidence submitted 
and the law given by the court. The jury member is to dismiss all preju-
dices, opinions and passions from his mind. He is forbidden to base his deci-
sion oln public opinion or public sentiment. The jury member is further in-
structed not to draw inferences from objections sustained or overruled by 
the court and he may not discuss any of the possible penalties when arriving 
at a verdict in the case. However, even with these instructions, it seems 
incredible to suggest that the jury members set aside their prejudices or 
dismiss opinions of a life time simply because they walk into a courtroom. 
Just as it is impossible for the jury to ignore their experiences in life, it is 
impossible for them to dismiss completely pre-trial press coverage of a 
case they are about to decide. 
"To exclude all who have read about the 
case is to reduce the jury to the blind, the 
deaf and the illiterate." 
III. REMEDIES OF AN ACCUSED WHO HAS BEEN DETRIMENT ALLY 
AFFECTED BY PREJUDICIAL PUBLICITY 
Certain procedural safeguards are availat-Ie to protect the accused 
from the effects of prejudicial publicity. The most frequently used are (1) 
voir dire examination of prospective jury members; (2) continuance of the 
trial; ( 3) change of venue; and ( 4) the appellate process. 
(1) Voir dire examination: Voir dire is used to determine whether a 
prospective jury member has an interest or bias whieh would disq~alify 
him from serving as a fair and impartial juror. The court may perIDlt the 
parties or their attorneys to conduct the examination or may itself conduct 
it. is This r emedy is not always useful since in order to find out facts 
relating to possible bias created by pre-trial publicity, certain facts relat-
ing to these articles must be disclosed to the jury, thereby defeating its own 
purpose. Further, prejudice resulting from new5; ~ccount~ of a crime :ire to 
a large extent intangible and therefore hopes of discovermg such preJudice 
on an oral examination is slim. The Honorable Simon H. Rifkind, former 
United States District Judge for the Southern District of New York has 
commented: 
"To exclude from the jury panel all who have read about the 
case or heard about it over the radio is to reduce the jury to the 
blind, the deaf, and the illiterate. So the jury must be selected 
from these precharged human vessels." 16 
(2) Continuance: Continuance involves an adjournment or postpone-
ment of an action pending in a court, to a subsequent day of the same or 
another term. 11 This procedural remedy may be used to stay the trial 
until the effect of the prejudicial publicity has diminished. However, this 
remedy is not very effective since time does not totally erase the events of 
the crime and furthermore , there is nothing to prevent the press from con-
tinuing their prejudicial stories when the trial is held at a later date. 
(3) Change of venue: This procedure is used to change _the location of 
the trial to an area which has not been covered with pretrial public-
ity. 18 This procedural safeguard is som~whal _effective to forestall the 
effects of prejudicial reporting although it bas its drawbacks. Change of 
venue many times means only delay, which conflicts with the defendant's 
right to a speedy trial. Also, practical benefits of a change of venue are du-
bious when a case receives wide state or national coverage. 19 Where, 
for example, could one request a change of venue in such cases as Manson, 
Ruby, Sheppard, Hoffa, or Speck. 
By statute a defendant is only entitled to one change of 
venue, 20 although this statute is not so strictly construed as to prevent a 
further change if and when it affirmatively appears that a fair trial cannot 
be obtained in the county to Which the venue is changed. 21 
"Practical benefits of " change of venue 
are dubious when a case receives wide state 
or national coverage." 
(4) Appellate Review: This is probably the most effective remedy of 
all procedural devices. However, this too has some misgivings. There is no 
guarantee that reversal and granting a new trial will bring any kinder re-
sponse from the press. Further, seeking reversal in the appellate courts is 
expensive, time consuming, and based on an overview of the cases in this 
area,, uncertain. 
Other procedural remedies which may be considered when faced 
with prejudicial publicity are sequestration of the jury, mistrial, instruc-
tions to the jury, habeaus corpus waiver of the jury, and closed prelimi-
nary hearings. 
The judge also plays an instrumental role in protecting the defend-
ant's right to a fair and impartial trial free from prejudicial publicity. In 
the Sheppard case the Supreme Court emphasized the importance of the 
trial judge in protecting the defendant from outside prejudicial publicity 
and cited the judge for such neglect. 
Since the state trial judge did not fuHill his duty to protect (the 
defendant) from the inherently prejudicial publicity which sat-
urated the community and to control disruptive influences in 
the courtroom, we must reverse . . . 22 
1'he court indicated that if there is a reasonable likelihood that preju-
dicial news prior to trial will prevent a fair trial, the judge should (1) con-
tinue the case until the threat abates; (2) transfer the case to another coun-
try; (3) sequester the jury; (4) declare a new trial if during the proceedings 
publicity threatens the fairness of the trial: and (5 ) make some effort_ to 
control the release of leads of information and gossip to the press by police 
officers, witnesses, and counsel for both sides. 23 
The court may also use its constructive contempt power 24 to stop 
the press from disseminating prejudicial pretrial publicity. Again, howev-
er, those who argue against the use of the contempt power state that the 
(See 'Free Press', Page Eleven) 
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The test governing the admissibility of scientific evidence which is 
generally applied throughout the American Court System was established 
in Frye v. United States. 
" ... Just when a scientific principal or discovery crosses the 
line between the experimental and demonstrable states is diffi-
cult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential 
force of the principal must be recognized and while the courts 
will go a long way in admitting the expert testimony deduced 
from a well recognized scientific principal or discovery, the 
thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently 
established to have gained general acceptance in the particular 
field in which it belongs." 2 
However, extensive criticism exists regarding the application of this 
rule. Advocates of logical relevancy, 3· and those who consider the test too 
vague or erratically applied 4· are among the most vocal opponents. 
Notwithstanding the critics of the Frye 5· test, it remains the basis for 
determining the admissibility of scientific evidence. 6, 
This article will discuss voiceprint identification, in reference to the 
attempt being made to have it gain "general acceptance in its particular 
field," as a scientific technique which adequately portrays the characteris-
tics' of the human voice with sufficient accuracy to identify voices. It is not 
intended that this article be exhaustive in its coverage of acoustic spectrog-
raphy or experimental phonetic studies, the component parts of the spec-
trograph, or in its analysis of voice identification experiments. It is hoped 
that this article will offer only a general explanation of the technique, sci-
entific opinion, and degree of legal acceptance of voiceprint identification. 
Technique 
Acoustic spectrography was developed at BellResearch Laboratories 
during World War II for military purposes. 7- This type of spectrography 
uses an instrument (a spectrograph) which transforms sound into a perma-
nent visual display called a spectrogram. 8· The spectrogram portrays 
three principal parameters: time (horizontal axis), frequency (verticle 
axis), and relative amplitude or intensity (degree of shading in the differ-
ent time/frequency regions). 9· 
The basic hypothesis for this form of identification is that the human 
voice is sufficiently unique, though variable, when speaking the same 
words, so that in a given situation an identification can be made. 10- Indeed, 
it is obvious that the voice of an individual is far from being invariant; no 
person utters the same word twice with all the characteristics being identi-
cal. 11 These variations are referred to as intraspeaker variability. 12 
In contrast, differences between the same words uttered by different 
speakers, labelled interspeaker variability, are usually quite apparent to 
any listener. 13 · 
Excluding whispers and certain consonants (e.g. h, s, f, t, and k) 
speech originates with very complex sound produced by the vocal cords -
the glottal tone. 14· As this tone passes through the vocal tract, it is resonat-
ed, reinforced, and damped (diminishing in power as frequencies get fur-
ther away from natural frequency) in the cavities of the nose and throat, 
which are of a fixed shape, and the mouth. 15 
The variations between individuals stem from anatomical differ-
ences in vocal tracts and from learned differences in the use of the speech 
mechanism. 16 The size and shape of the various cavities determine the 
glottal tone frequencies which are resonated, reinforced and damped and 
the degree of each process. 
The theory of invariant speech is the crux of the-current controversy 
over the validity of voice identifications through spectrogram compari-
sons. Essentially, two interrelated propositions are asserted: (1) every in-
dividual speaks so uniquely that the differences between the same utter-
ance by two people are greater than the differences between the same ut-
~erance by one person in varied contexts; (2) the spectrogram adequately 
portrays that uniqueness. 18. 
Verification of this theory awaits the accumulation and examination 
of a sufficient number of different spectrograms before a finding can be 
made of the statistical probability of any two being identical. 19 Even the 
developer concedes that this is necessary. 20. 
Scientific Opinion 
Scientific opinion varies greatly throughout the testimony in cases 
regarding the use of voiceprint identification. 21 In 1970, because of criti-
cism being leveled at Kersta 22 and his method of identification as opposed 
to his claims of success, the Acoustical Society of America's Technical 
Committee on Speech Communication made a study of the legal implica-
tions of speaker identification by the Kersta method. 23- That report ended: 
"We conclude that the available results are inadequate to es-
tablish the reliability of voice identification by spectrograms. 
We believe this conclusion is shared by most scientists who are 
knowledgeable about speech; hence, many of them are deeply 
concerned about the use of spectrographic evidence in the 
courts. Procedures exist, as we have suggested, by which the 
reliability of voice identification methods can be evaluated. We 
believe such validation is urgently required." 23·. 
Further criticism is leveled at the hypotheses that the human voice is 
unique when speaking the same sounds, and at the lack of proof of such a 
theory. 24· 
In 1967, the Michigan Department of State Police set up a voice iden-
tification laboratory using the voiceprint technique promoted by Mr. Ker-
sta. An experiment sponsored by the Department was performed from 1968 
to 1970 to (a) verify Mr. Kersta's experimental results, and, (b) test other 
types of models of speaker identification more relevant to forensic applica-
tion of the technique. 25· 
The Michigan State University Voice Identification Project, per-
formed under the direction of Dr. 0. Tosi, required over two years to 
complete. The conclusion: 
"In general, the evidence ;s clearly in favor of a trained exam-
iner being able to recognize spectrograms of the same words 
produced by the same speakers. Further, that when errors are 
committed, a trained examiner is more apt to claim elimina-
tion than to say that a match involves the wrong speaker." 26 
Opinion remains split as to the genei;al acceptability of Voiceprint 
Identification.27· It is interesting to note that one of the critics of the tech-
nique has expressed reservations regarding his position. 28· 
Speech Spectrograms: A Scientists' 
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es," 47 J. Acoustical Soc'y. of Am. 597 
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"f 193 (1963). field to which it belongs, 30 it seems evident, that with voiceprint identi i- 17_ B. Kamine note 14 supra 
cation, when considering admissibility, general acceptance does not exist. 18. E. Pulgram, "Introduction to the 
However, various jurisdictions have greeted the problem of admissibility SpectrographyofSpeech," (1959). 
with a standard not literally in line with Frye. 31. It has been held that the 19. B. Kamine, note 14 supra. 
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by recognized experts in the field so as to justify the admission of expert Identification by Voiceprint," 40 Conn. 
testimony based on the results of the test is primarily a question of.fact for Bar J. 586, 59'l (1966). 
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t t f t . th gh the experts testified that it could not "be 279 N. Y.S. 2d 115. People v. Kmg, at note es o narco IC use even ?U . ' 6 supra. State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343,230 A. 
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medical profession." 34· Minn. 44219'l N. w. 2d 432 
Specifically regarding the voiceprint method; in Trimble v. Hed- 22. L. Kersta, "Voiceprint Identifica-
man, 35 the court held that voiceprints are admissible, at least to cor- tion" 196 Nature 1253 (1962) 
roborate voice identification by ear, if proper foundation is laid establish- 23. Trimble v. Hedman supra note 21 
ing expertise of the one who prepared the spectrograms. The court held 23. Speech Spectrogams at 603 
they ought also to be admissible for purposes of impeachment..36· The 24 .. Lad~orged ~nd ~ander~lice, "The 
weight and credibility to be given such evidence lies with the finder of V01ceprmt Mystique, Workmg Papers 
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that general acceptance of voiceprint identification did not exist. Conse- states Dept. of Justice·was awarded to 
quently the court held that "Kersta's admission that his process is entirely the Dept. of Audiology and Speech Sci-
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the scientific community compels us to rule voiceprint identification proc- project under the direction of Dr. Oscar 
ess has not reached a sufficient level of scientific certainty to be accepted ;':5~_' Tosi H. Oyer w. Lashbrook c. 
as identification evidence in cases where the life or liberty of a defendant Pedrey and J. Nicol' "Voice Identifica-
,.._ at take " 39 · '. may uo:: s . tion Through Acoustic Spectrography," 
The court held in State v. Cary; 40· that the evidence established that Feb.1, 1971 at 182. 
spectrogram voice identification had not attained the degree of scientific 27. As quoted in 18 Wayne Law Review 
acceptance and reliability as to permit its use in making identification of 1374 note 40 "I_have not.seen, in anY: of 
the defendant accused of a crime. 41. More recently, on the other hand, in the rece~t stu~1es, a basis for_reversmg 
United States v. Raymond, 42 it was held that, "on the basis of the exten- the cons1der~tions ~nd c~nclus1ons of the 
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other experts, this court concludes spectrogram analysis 1s adm1ss1ble herent charicteristics of the method and 
~viden~e. 43 Th~ court went o~ to say that the real import of the Tosi study of its legal applications rather than on 
1s that it remedies the two maJor defects of the Kersta study: the particular experimental data then in 
First, K.ersta was criticized for using a heterogeneous sam- hand." 
piing of unknown voices, i.e. the spectrograms used represent- 28. As quoted in 18 Wayne Law Review 
ed speakers with different accents, of different ages and back- at 1374 note 41. "You are correct in 
grounds, and that this fact made it easier to differentiate be- thinking that I have been much co~-
tween speakers. Tosi, on the other band, used a homogeneous cerned over ~e use of spectrograms m 
sampling of 250 students at Michigan State University each of legalh proceedsedmtogs.thl. usede tob bet . vethrye 
b f II ed b T 
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w om was care u y screen y os1 s associates rom a past year various events have made me 
group _of over 25,000 students. Thus, the 250 selected e~cb spoke cautiously reconsider this possibility. 
what 1s referred as to non-accented, German-Amencan Eng- "The first event was the publication of 
lish, bad no noticeable speech defects, were all male, under- Oscar Tosi's report. I have read this 
graduate students and ranged in age from 17 to 34. The second very carefully, and consider it to be an 
major criticism of the K.ersta experiment was that it was con- excellent piece of work, well designed 
ducted using only "closed" testing groups. Tosi .set up both ~nd _c~rried out with true scientific ob-
"open" and "closed" experiments, i.e. In open experiments, JectiVIty. - Letter from Dr. ~eter Lad: 
. forged to Dr. Edward E. David Jr. Sc1-
ex~mmers were told that the spectrogram of the unknown ence Advisor to the White Ho~se, 'May 
v01ce may or may not be among the spectrograms of the known 24 1971. 
speakers, consequently allowing for the possibility that the 29'. 293 F.1013 
voice of the unknown speaker did not match one of the known 30. Id. 1014 
voices. 44 31. People v. Williams, 164 Cal. App. 2d 
Conclusion 
It is apparent that controversy exists regarding the reliability, ac-
ceptability, and degree of admissibility of voiceprint identification. Fur-
thermore, the standard of general acceptance established_ by Frye is too 
vague and is erratically applied. 4s However, it is the contention here that 
under any reasonable test of admi:ss_ibility, before voiceprint identification 
can be generally accepted, extensive experimentation must be conducted 
to answer the following questions: (1) What effects do the skill and qualifi-
cations of the spectrogram examiner have on identification results? (2) Is 
it significant that all experimentation has been limited to males? (3) What 
is the effect of varying spans of time between the taking of voice samples? 
(4) Do the cavities (mouth, nose, etc.) and articulators (teeth, tongue) of 
an individual change throughout their lives? (5) Is it possible to intentional-
ly alter the sounds produced by the human voice, in a manner sufficient to 
affect spectrograms? (6) Is there a consistent and predictable degree of 
human error? 
It is not for the law to experiment, but for science to do so. 46 The 
voiceprint technique of identification most certainly has value and poten-
tial. But, the possible loss of liberty demands a greater standard than that. 
858, 331, P. 2d 251 (1958), cited with ap-
proval in Huntingdon v. Crowley, 64 Cal. 
2d at 654, 414 P. 2d at 388. 
32. Huntingdon v. Crowley, 64 Cal. 2d 
647, 656, 51 Cal. Rptr. 254, 414 P. 2d 382; 
People v. Busch, 56 Cal. 2d 858, 878, 16 
Cal. Rptr. 898, 366 P. 2d 314; State V. 
Cary, 49 N.J. 343,230 A. 2d 384,389. 
33. supra note 31 
34. Id. at 253 
35. supra note 21 
36. Id. at 441 
37. Id. 
38. supra note 6 
39. Id. at 493 
40. supra note 21 
41. Id. 680 
42. 337 F. Supp. 641 (1972) 
43. Id. at 643 
44. Id. 
45. C. McCormick, "The Law cf Evi-
dence," 363-364 (1954) · 
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New Law School Project Trust Battles For Status 
by Jeanne Schleh the Minnesota Supreme Court on its ferences ("he wanted to run the of classroom work and a summer particularly interesting application 
d h quarter of clinical experience relat- of this aim. The idea is to place stu-You 're a Minnesota resident. You faculty, and the owner, local attor- school like a business") an emp a- bl" . t 
· H tl d · d s1·zed that all connections with Met- ed to the previous year's academic dents with pu ic or pnva e agen-want to go to law school. The Um- ney Edwin A. e an , promise work. cies dealing with family problems 
versity turns you down. With your every effort would be made to earn ropolitan have been severed. . d f -
1 1
. g 




. H h"ld 
the instruction of Judge Harry H. Oakes said, is to turn out practition- Juvem e e mquency, we are, c 1 
you, you'd have been admitted if law, one must graduate from an Peterson and local attorneys Oakes, ers of law. The approach is to orient custody, etc. - to make the l~w 
you'd only applied last year. _!3ut accredited law school and pass a John R. Graham and Con C. Day, the student from the outset to " the student more aware of the social 
this year, sorry. You'vealsoapplied Bar Exam. realit·iesofthelaw. " , side of the law. The arra_ngement at Wl·111·a M1·tchell F th •n f th h d d are well into the second quarter of I k 
m . or more an = o e un re s law studies and planning ahead. Oakes feels, for example, that the would also h~l~ make soc~al wor -
So far the plot sounds more than it was worth a 1$295 tuition per fi·rst year should include a Resolu- ers more sen_ s1b_ve to legal issues. 
vaguely familiar to some of us . quarter) chance. When I arrived at the school's (O k d t d th h 
1 Then more bad news. Mitchell turns Within two months, the entire current location above the Martin tion of Disputes course focusing on a es 10 ica e e sc 00 
You down. Gallery at 2116 Second Ave. S., I approaches to legal problems not wuo?ld b~tgladt tdo htave Mti~c~ellt a~d faculty of four and the 31 remaining mvers1 y s u en s par 1c1pa e m 
Lherally hundreds of prospective students abandoned Metropolitan to found Oakes and student Len Bier- involving litigation, since most . . . . . 
law Students faced that di.lemma nat planning next year's ""rriculum disputes never go to trial, let alone ~he summer chmcs if they matenal-set up a separate institution tempo- -.... 1ze as planned ) l t d f th and revising this year's. Students end up in case law. He also feels · . 
as summer, an some o em, rarily known as The New Law students should attempt serious Oakes st~~ssed _that ~he school is 
perfectly well qualified by previous School Project Trust. The trust dis- are heavily involved in planning, legal writing by the end of the first not_ comp_ ebtive_w1th_ Mitchell o_r t_he 
years ' standards, wanted really solves as soon as the school can be according to Biernat. Morale, he U t It ed t g 
b dl t t l h l sal.d, 1·s high among both students year including critique and re- mversi y. is aim a givm a Y o go o aw sc oo · established as a non-profit corpora- ' lTed h"ghl fvated tudents 
Then a third Twin Cities area law tion. and faculty. Both are determined writing. qua 1 1 ' 1 Y ~o 1 s 
l M l. t C II f that the school will survive despite The school also hopes to turn out who have o~herwise been bypas~ed, 
schoo , etropo 1 an o ege o In an interview, faculty member formidable odds. "more sensitive and socially con- an op~rtu~1ty for a legal ~duc~tion. 
Law, 1900 LaSalle Ave. in Minneap- and acting dean of the New Law scious" lawyers. The proposed Sel~cbon wll~ be ba_sed primarily on 
olis, announced it was opening its School, Richard T. Oakes, said the The general plan of the school is d th t th th 
doors. It was unaccredited, but it for a three-year night program op- summer clinic in family law, still in an m- ep 10 erview ra er an 
split with Hetland was due to ad- d thr t the planning stages struck me as a undergraduate record and LSAT 
had a former associate justice of ministrative and philosophical dif- erating year roun : ee quar ers , score. Once admitted, the goal is to .......:~_:..:.:_ ______ _:_ ____ _::=:=:.:.::_:__::::__ie::==~==-=----=-_:_______________ _________ avoid losing people. Summer tutori-
Free Press als (without credit) will be ar-(Continued from Page Nine) ranged to deal with academic diffi-
First Amendment is in a 'preferred position" and any action which limits 
it is invalid. 2s It is the present position of the Supreme Court to limit 
application of the constructive contempt power to cases where there is a 
showing of a " clear and present danger to the administration of jus-
tice." 26 Therefore, the defendant may not rely too heavily on its use. 
From all of the above mentioned remedies which the defendant has to 
counter the effects of prejudicial publicity, it seems apparent that they are 
only a cover up, and post no solutions to the main problem. The answer lies 
in a compromise or a balancing approach between the public' s right to 
know v. the rights of the accused. The press quite naturally wants to print 
everything it can and admittedly, at times, the defendant's rights are sec-
ondary. The courts sometimes underrate the public's right to know. The 
democratic process demands that we preserve both a free press and an in-
dependent judicial system. Without a responsible free press we would be 
unable to maintain an effective judicial system. Likewise, without the 
courts, there would not be a free press. The press must be as dedicated to 
fair trial as they are to free press. At the same time, however, responsibili- · 
ty lies with the courts to better explain their procedures so newspaper re-
porters do not have to speculate as to what is taking place and are better 
able to understand the judicial process as a whole. The Honorable Hubert 
Will, U.S. District Court Judge in Illinois, illustrated the fact that reporters 
have a certain lack of faith in the judicial system when he conducted an 
experiment with a college journalism class. He asked the members in the 
class how many of them thought that if a defendant walked out of a court-
room without being convicted, either because evidence was not received 
against him or because the jury had found him not guilty, that the system of 
justice had failed. Over half of them raised their hands. 27 
The courts and the press must, therefore, work to find the middle 
ground between the rights of the accused on the one hand, and the right of 
free press on the other. Minnesota has taken such a step. 
IV. MINNESOTA'S RESPONSE TO THE FAIR TRIAL - FREE PRESS 
CONTROVERSY 
In 1967, a Fair Trial-Free Press Council was established for the 
purpose of ameliorating the conflict between those who adhere to the prin-
ciple of the 
0
right of the public to be informed concerning the administration 
of criminal justice, and those who advocate the right of an accused to a fair 
trial. The Council is composed of representatives of the media and law en-
forcement agencies, including police and sheriffs; both prosecutors and 
defense attorneys ; and the courts, including municipal, juvenile, district 
(both Federal and state) and the supreme court. In all, 22 such representa-
tives comprise the Council. 
Committees were established to suggest guidelines principally di-
. rected to the judiciary and the prosecutor and defense counsel with respect 
FOOTNOTES 
1. Advisory Committee on Fair Trial 
and Free Press, A.B.A. Project on Mini-
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3. U.S. CONST. amend. I 
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19. State v. Thompson, 289 Minn. 270, 183 
N.W. 2d771 (1971) 
20. Minnesota Statute 627.01 
21. State v. Thompson, supra. 
22. Sheppard v. Maxwell, supra, at363 
23. See footnote no. 22 
24. Minnesota Statute 588.01 Subd. 3; 
(Constructive contempt means that 
to pre-trial hearings and the trial itseH, and to establish guidelines that culties that students have shown 
would cover what should and should not be made public from the time of during the year. The tutorial will 
arrest to the time of trial. -28 Their work has produced the following correct the weakness or help the 
guidelines with regard to pretrial publicity: student come to the decision that 
I. The following information generally could be made public at, or immedi- law is not, after all, his field. 
ately following, the time of arrest: . The school must be accredited, at 
(A) The Accused's name, age, residence, employment, marital status least provisionally, by 1975 if this 
and similar background information. first class of students is to be per-
(B) The substance or text of the charge, such as is, or would be contained · mitted to sit for the bar exam. The 
in a complaint, indictment, or information. understatement of the year might 
(C) The identity of the investigating and arresting agency and the length of well be that it will be an uphill bat-
the investigation. tle . For starters, consider these 
(D) The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including the requirements: a library of 40,000 
time and place of arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use of volumes, 6 full time faculty mem-
weapons, and a description of items seized at the time of arrest. . hers, a permanent school building 
II. The following information generally should not be made public at, or and financial stability. 
immediately after, the time of arrest : All of those are conditions pre-
(A) Statements as to the character or reputation of an accused person. ·. cedent to ABA evaluation of il)struc-
(B) Existence or contents of any confession, admission or statement given tion. Then there are the intangibles: 
by the accused, or his refusal to make a statement. the good will of the state bar asso-
(C) Performance or results of tests, or the refusal of an accused to take ciation, the political acquiescence 
such a test. of Mitchell and the University and 
(D) Expected content of testimony, or credibility of prospective witnesses. the endurance of the students under 
(E) Possibility of a plea of guilty to the offense charged or to a lesser of- such insecure circumstances. 
fense, or other disposition. . . Right now the fledgling school's 
(F) Other statements relating to the merits, evidence, argument, opm1ons asset is a tenuous one - high mor-
or theories of the case. 29 ale and determination. (How many 
The council has principally functioned as an action body to respond to schools could boast that 50 per cent 
any calls where it is claimed that those ~gaged in _ensuring that ~e defend- of the student body volunteered a 
ant has a fair trial have refused to reveal information to the media, and as a weekend of their time to transport 
counterpart. those in the media who hav~ p~blished or ttu;eat_ened to pu~ the school's library to its new quar-
lish information which would tend to pre1ud1ce an accused 8 right_ to a fair ters?) I doubt it would take me long 
trial. In addition, the Council has sponsored and conducted semmars for to start asking myseH whether I 
working reporters and members of the council have made appearances at really wanted to go to law s_chool 
annual meetings of the district judges of the state. this badly. But I'm not, gratefully, 
Future plans of the Council include (1) promulgating guidelines for in that situation. But as Len Biernat 
the handling of pretrial hearings and sensational trials; and (2 l continuing put it, "What choice do I have?" 
the program of conducting seminars for working reporters, for law en-
forcement personnel, prosecutor and defense counsel, and judges. 30 
Although the problem of Fair Trial vs. Free Press has not been com-
pletely resolved, Minnesota, via the Fair Trial-Free Press Council, is 
making a strong effort to demonstrate that a fair trial and a free press can 
exist together. 
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students (i.e. third year University 
students and fourth year Mitchell 
students) to actually try a case be-
fore the court under the direction of 
a practicing attorney. An attempt 
was made by the Mitchell Student 
Bar Association to amend this rule 
so that it would include third year 
students in an accredited four year 
law school ( during the second se-
mester of their third year) . The ra-
tionale presented was that such a 
student has completed the same 
courses as has a first semester third 
year student in a three year pro-
gram. However, the Supreme Court 
refused to accept the petition, (as 
well as refusing to accept a sepa-
rate SBA petition requesting that 
third year students in a four year 
program be allowed to take the 
Minnesota Bar Examination during 
the summer following their third 
year. The rationale was the same. ) 
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Offering Circulars ? 
Financial Printing? 
Stock Certif icates? 
We are spec iali s ts . You be the judge. Automated . tape 
operated hot metal and photo c omposition availabl e. 
Day and night serv·ice. Radio controlled trucks for 
pickup and delivery. Experienced . Reliable Accurate . 
Hayuaard. legal Publishing Co. 
Successor to Hayward Court Brief Co. and under new management 
501 PARK AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN . (612) 333-3539 
Additional Night Phone (612) 332-5434 
Thus, third year Mitchell stu-
dents currently involved in the clini-
cal legal aid program will be able to 
work extensively on cases, but will 
be unable to actually appear before 
the court. A practicing attorney will 
have to present their cases and ar-
guments to the court for them until 
they become Seniors. 
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Legal Briefs 
by Margaret Leary 
UTILITY CUTOFFS 
Two recent Federal cases consider the question of whether state 
action is involved when public service companies terminate electric ser-
vice. Both answer the question affirmatively. Hatten v. Public Service Co. 
of Colorado, 350 F. Supp. 240 (D. Colo. 1972) held that because state action 
was present, defendants' motion to dismiss a 42 U.S.C. Sl983 fo~ lack of 
state action should be denied. In a New York case, the court decided that 
there was state action by Consolidated Edison in terminatin'g electrical 
service without prior notice and a hearing, but denied summary judgment 
in favor or either party in order to obtain a more complete record to be 
used for the formulation of an order. Bronson v. Consolidated Edison, 350 
F. Supp. 443 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) 
DIVORCE 
A Michigan trial court, as a part of a divorce decree, awarded certain 
property directly to the child of the marriage. The Appellate Court struck 
the provision from the decree because the court had no jurisdiction to m~e 
a property award to the child. Snyder v. Snyder, 202 N. W. 2d 504. The Mm-
nesota Supreme Court has reaffirmed that the trial court's discretionary 
power to modify a divorce decree's provisions for alimony and child sup-
port is to be exercised with great caution and only when the parties' cir-
cumstances change markedly from those which existed at the time the de-
cree was rendered. Rubenstein v. Rubenstein, 202 N. W. 2d. 662 (Minn.) 
USED CARS 
A Wisconsin purchaser of a used car sued the dealer for allegedly 
tricking the customer into signing the contract. The customer asked for 
compensatory and punative damages for fraud in the inducement. The trial 
court upheld defendant's demurrer as to the punitive dama~e claim, bu! ~he 
Supreme Court reversed, saying that whether the claim for pumbve 
damages was stated was a matter to be determined at trial. Draeger v. 
Lubotsky Motor Sales, Inc., 202 N.W. 2d 20 (Wisc.) 
An Iowa car buyer, who happened to be the manager of the rep_air 
department of a garage, looked over the car he wanted to buy and drove 1t a 
couple of miles. As it turned out after he bought the car, oil leaked out at 
the rate of about a quart a day. He rescinded shortly after purchase and 
demanded full refund on the purchase price. The court granted judgment 
for the full amount of the purchase price, stating that the purchaser was 
permitted to rely on factual statements of the seller regardless of the ex-
pertise of the purchaser. 
WILLS AND TltUSTS 
Two items in the January 1973 Bench and Bar will have special ap-
peal for third year students. One is an article on unconventional and indivi-
dualistic wills. The other is a probate checklist, by the State Bar Associa-
tion's Forms and Worksheets Committee, which is thorough and indudes 
references to statutory provisions. For this semester, the December 1972 
Bench and Bar has an article on multiple trusts. 
CLE COURSES 
Law students are eligible for reduced rates at Continuing Legal Edu-
cation courses, which provide an opportunity to review the current state of 
the law from the practitioner's standpoint. The courses also give you a 
chance to talk to lawyers and get a feel of what their practice is like. A list 
of future courses appears in each issue of the Bench and Bar. 
THE REGGIE PROGRAM 
Although the 1973-74 class of Reginald Heber Smith Community Law-
yers is now assured of funds for 150 members, the number of renewals of 
the prior class has been limited. Anyone interested in legal services work 
would find fascinating the November and December issues of the NLADA 
Washington Memo, which contain a report and letters of rebuttal about the 
future of the program. 
STUDENT LAWYER 
The format of the ABA-LSD publication, Student Lawyer, has been 
changed rather for the better, and the magazine is now much more inter-
esting and readable than it was before. If you don't subscribe (in spite of 
being wooed with wine), look at the library's copies. Recent issues have 
included articles on women and the law (January 1973), pretrial prepara-
tion, malpractice, and victims of crime (all in the Oct. 1972 issue), and the 
right to heroin (Nov. 1972). There is also a monthly section on activities of 
law student groups at schools around the country which has recently report-
ed on a no-fault seminar at Brooklyn Law School, the formation of a text-
book co-op for purchasing new textbooks at a price close to wholesale cost, 
and the work of NYU students in a clinical program in employee rights. 
TRAFFIC COURT 
Finding that "an unjustified refusal by respondent does not appear as 
a matter of law," the Minnesota Supreme Court has held that, where both 
the Miranda and implied consent warnings were given, without making it 
clear that the right to counsel and to remain silent "do not apply to the im-
plied consent statute, it is not unlikely that confusion will occur." The co~rt 
then stated under the circumstances, "it is incumbent upon the arrestmg 
officer to make clear that he has no constitutional right to consult an attor-
ney before deciding whether he will submit to a test, but merely" has the 
choice of taking the test or refusing it, and risking revocation of his license. 
Therefore the court affirmed the municipal court's rescission of the res-
pondent's 'driver's license revocation,finding that the confusing warnings, 
which the court had seen via a video tape of respondent's behavior and res-
ponses to the request to submit, had resulted in his grounds to refuse being 
reasonable under the statute. State, Dept. of Highways v. Beckey, 192 N.W. 
2d 441 (Minn., 1971 ). 
The imposition of a $60 fine plus costs and 5 days imprisonment as the 
sentence levied against defendant, after her conviction for driving after her 
license had been revoked, led to a test of the interpretation and constitu-
tionality of a 1967 amendment which called for a minimum penalty in such 
cases of 5 days and a $50 fine. Defendant's appeal challenged the precluding 
of the alternative of probation, alleging that this denied her equal protec-
tion of the law. The Supreme Court of Wisconsin, turning to the general rule 
of statutory construction that the specific will prevail over the general, 
found that the trial court, facing a statute which states that persons_ con-
victed of this offense "shall be imprisoned" was left "with no alternative." 
Whether one is denied equal protection was found to be determined by the 
test of "whether there exists any reasonable basis to justify the classifica-
tion." The Wisconsin State Legislature by inserting a "Statement of Poli-
cy'' into the said Amendment, made meeting the test a simple matter. With 
the state "policy" of reducing accidents clearly before them, the court 
OPINION 
found it to be "within the province of the legislature to determine the penal-
ty for the particular evil sought to be remedied." State v. Duffy, 194 N. W. 2d 
624 (Wis., 1972) . 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Jads, Inc., v. City of Detroit, 200 N. W. 2d 715 (Mich.) An interesting 
case in which a young lady by the name of LaRue was convicted of a crime 
for removing a bandaid in public. I suppose it may be significant that the 
bandaid was cut in half and each half of the bandaid was covering a portion 
of the lady's anatomy. Happily, however, she was freed on the grounds that 
the statute which she was alleged to have violated by taking her bandaid off 
was found to be overly broad, like Miss LaRue perhaps. 
In 201 N. W. 2d No. 3, there is on page XXIII, the beginning of an 
amendment to the Minnesota Supreme Court Rules regarding when oral 
argument will and will not be allowed. The main item of interest is that on 
appeal from Municipal Court, oral argument will not be allowed; nor is oral 
argument allowed where the value of property involved on appeal is under 
$2,000. 
Doe v. Gilman, 347 F . Supp. 483 (N.D. Iowa 1972). The court held that 
a challenge to the "cooperation-to-obtain-support" requirements of Iowa's 
AFDC law should proceed before a single judge on a statutory issue. The 
court obviously ruled in favor of the plaintiffs and among other things 
granted relief which required the Commissioner of Welfare to notify all 
individuals denied aid because of their refusal to comply with the invalid 
section, such notice to be directed to individuals refused aid during the two 
years immediately preceding the date of the decree. 
Brown v. Ames, 346 Supp. 1173, 346 F. Supp. 1176 (D. Minn. 1972). 
These were actions brought by the Leech Lake Legal Services office 
against certain police officers in Cass Lak·e. In the first decision, Judge 
Neville held that there is no right to maintain an action against a munici-
pality for wrongful arrest under Section 1983. In the second decision Judge 
Neville indicated that if one of the plaintiffs takes the Fifth Amendment on 
a deposi tion, he subjects himself to a possible dismissal of the action. Judge 
Neville, however, conditioned the order in such a way that the prospective 
criminal action should have been completed by the time the civil action 
comes to trial. 
-
Perkins v. State of Iowa, 465 F. 2d 724 ( 8th Cir . 1972) . 
Pleaders beware! 
Frame your "wherefore" clause with care. 
The Court will grant you what it must, 
But not all that is right and just. 
For if you ask for something late, 
You can't rely on boilerplate. 
Students Sniff, Swish and Swallow 
WINE TEST A SMASH 
by Robert Varco 
Over the weekend nights of February 9 and 10, approximately 170 
members of the Student Body and some guests assembled in the Moot Court 
room to determine a heady issue. They participated in a comparative wine 
tasting, sponsored by the California Wine Growers Association, and organ-
ized by a group of thirsty students. 
On the afternoon of the tasting, Tom Colburn, the representative of 
the Wine Growers Association, and some students, this writer included, vis-
ited .a few of the local liquor stores and, at Colburn's expense, purchased 
the wine for the evening's activities. He selected the California wines and 
we chose the imported ones. At each tasting, two tyPeS of wine were sam-
pled. Friday night we had Red Burgundies and Roses and Saturday evening 
it was White Burgundies and Bordeauxs. There were four different samples 
of each type of wine, two of _which were produced in California and two of 
which were imported. 
After brief introductory remarks by Colburn, the tasting began. A 
sample of each wine, identified only by a letter on the glass, was given to 
each taster. Between sniffs, swishes and swallows, ample quantities of 
French bread and cheese were consumed. The tasters deliberated for up to 
forty-five minutes before all their ratings were completed and recorded. 
While the information from the taster's tally sheets was being tabulated, 
the identify of the wines was revealed. Then, as alluded to earlier (William 
Mitchell Opinion Vol. 15 No. 3) the tasting was, " followed by a liberal con-
sumption of the demonstrated wares." 
With the announcement that the California wines swept both catego-
ries in the participant's preference poll (on both nights), the floor was 
opened for questions. Most of the inquiries centered on the production proc-
ess, with particular attention focused on home wine making. 
If a conclusion can be drawn, it would be that the participants 
seemed to be having a good time learning about a relatively new subject in 
a fairly painless way. As one late 1eaver said. '" there ought to be more of 




by Frank Mabley 
The question on everyone's mind 
is : " What has the Placement Com-
mittee done?" The reason that we 
haven 't called to ask you to take a 
$15,000/year law clerk job or a $35,-
000/year position as a junior partner 
is simply because we haven't gotten 
quite that far, yet. Our accomplish-
ments and immediate plans include, 
but are not limited to the following : 
1. The office now keeps resumes 
of those who are seeking employ-
ment. This provides the office with. 
ready information upon which to 
base a referral, and separates those 
who merely say thay want a job and 
those who care enough about it to 
write a resume. 
2. Resume writing has been in-
cluded as an assignment for the le-
gal writing class. 
3. We are planning to have an ar-
ticle on how to prepare a resume 
and a transmittal letter in the next 
edition of The Opinion. 
4. If space permits, a notice of 
new undergraduate jobs which 
come into the office each week will 
be placed in the William Mitchell 
Docket. 
5. We will soon begin to post no-
tices of undergraduate jobs on the 
bulletin board in the student lounge. 
6. The speaker program, which 
was held on Feb. 13, provided infor-
mation on the advantages and disad-
vantages of various types of law 
practices. (See story elsewhere in 
The Opinion l 
7. The Committee is going to 
check with the University of Minne-
sota to see if William Mitchell stu-
dents could sit in on the large group 
presentations made by job inter-
viewers who come to the Universi-
ty. 
8. The Committee nopes success" 
fully to encourage members of the 
practicing bar to consider the ad-
vantages of avoiding interviewing 
as an exclusive method of hiring, by 
relying more heavily on evaluation 
during internship. The employer 
who hires a William Mitchell stu-
dent not only gets cheap labor which 
can be easily replaced, but also gets 
to see a potential employee at work. 
At least then he has a known quanti-
ty to compare to the questions 
raised by interviews. 
The Placement Committee wel-
comes ideas and workers. Our next 
meeting will be 10:30 p.m., Monday, 
Feb. 26, at room 301. Everyone is 
invited. 
